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VOODOO DOUBLE-CROSS' EN S IN MURDER
ab Attacker Dubbed valack-Thelippelciltiitr:IMOcifn
Identified
By Five Of
His Victims

Tan Patron
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THE

W5515511
,
,
11

A white fortune teller with uncanny abilities to foresee the Dr
ture of others, was shot to death
in Shelbyville, Tenn. last Friday
morning by a Negro patron who
claimed the seer "double-crossed
me in voodoo."
'The Reseilleellans tlIneelf
Simon Warner, 59, was shot his
death in his consultation r • o in
A 27-year-old man called 'Jackabout 10 a.m. last Friday by Moss
e-Ripper' sought by police in
M. Martin, 40, of Stevenson, Ala..
nnection with a series of rape
because, Martin explained, "lisi
VOL. VI—No, 22
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rd molestation cases, many of
had put a voodoo curse on me."
them in the Cleaborn-Foote Homes
Martin surrendered to Alabama
area, was arrested last Monday
highway patrolmen at Scottsboro.
night when one of tits victims recAla. and poured out his tale of
ognized him on Beale st.
what he called "woe'' that begaa
Capt. W. W. Wilkinson, homicide
a year ago.
chief, identified the man as BraxCONFESSION
CLAIMED
ton McGary, of 740 Speed. Ile was
With him at the time of the
also wanted as an escapee from
shooting and the surrender was
the Shelby County Penal Farm
his girl friend, Pearl Hutchinson,
where he still has three years to
also of Stevenson. He said she had
go on a burglary conviction, Capt.
nothing to do with the shooting.
Wilkinson said.
"I shot him because he doubleMcGary, who gave his name as
crossed me in voodoo,'' Martie
Arline Maguire, a senior from Stetson University,
James Heggman when taken into
said. "He (Warner) admitted be.
a segregated white college in Florida, and Carol Pindle
custody, was arrested by Patrolfore I shot him that he doublemen J. D. Williams and E. C.
and Dorthea Gregg, juniors from Fisk universiy, a Necrossed me.
Jones last Monday night at 201
gro college in Tennessee, are the exchange students on
''l would have shot anybody whe
Beale st•
double-crossed me in black magic
the
Whittier
college
campus,
Whittier,
Calif.,
this
Spring.
FINGERED
like he did."
Carolee King, a junior at WhitCapt. Wilkinson said McGary
Shelbyville Police Chief Burferti
places
exchanged
was pointed out by a woman who
tier college, has
sums up the •feeling of all three
closest to being a witness to the
Stetson.
Maguire
at
had been assaulted by 'eGary on
Arline
with
girls when she says: "I just love
shooting was a maid, Ge neva
!he night of Oct. 18, 1956.
It is the first time that Whittier it here at Whittier! I feel right
Stewart, who let the pair into the
milk gave his name as Heggman.
college has exchanged students at home in class, in the dormihouse.
WM. Wilkinson said his fingerwith Stetson.
tories and in all student affairs."
HEARD TWO sHcrile
prints and mug at headquarters
P.-it Hare and Barbara Cecil, a
The maid said they were in the
identified him as McGary, who
junice- and sophomore respectivehouse about five minutes betore
escaped from the penal farm on
ly at Whittier college, both white
she heard two shots and ran for
March 13 after being there about
students, are at Fisk. This marks Woman
help. Richardson said five shells
two months.
the sixth straight year of exchange
from a .32 calibre pistol were
A buddy who escaped with Mcwith Fisk for Whittier college.
found.
Gary was also apprehended thru
Voodo "experts" told a news'I FEEL AT HOME'
his arrest.
paper reporter that when a perWhittier college and Pomona
Women in South Memphis, esson
feels he has been "hexed"
college are two of five colleges
pecially in the Cleaborn - Foote
the only way to break the hex is
ones in the
only
the
nation,
the
In
Homes area, had been fearful of
to kill the "hexer."
west which are currently exchanggoing out alone at night since the
The leer was found &Ilse and
ing students with Fisk.
attacks began.
was able to mutter the identity of
The 32 da.)s Mrs. Bernice liarAll the gide from Fisk and
FACES LINE-UP
his slayer,
Stetson are apparently havinq cis, of Foote, Miss., spent in John
Capt. Wilkinson said McGary
Patrolmen Durwood Thompson
no difficulty adjusting t h e m• Gaston hospital where surgeons
was placed in a lineup following
and Norris M. Payne, jr., said
selves to the friendly cosmopol- removed a bullet from her heart
his arrest and five different womMartin told them in his Scottsboro
itan family atmosphere of the cost $7511.
en picked him out as the man
cell Warner "put the jinx on me
Almost one-third thus amount,
Whittier college campus where
when
I first visited him seeking
$230, is owed for blood transfusstudents from 27 states,
See IDENTIFIED Page 2
aid for stomach pains."
Alaska and seven foreign coun- ions she received while in the hosWANTED RELIEF
pital.
tries are represented.
Martin was quoted as saying h•
A hospital official told the DeWHERE'S THAT FIRE? — A
ton, is going to be a firemen.
felt he had to kill Warner if he
fender last week that while John
little soung just now maybe.
The youngster strikes a bust.
was to be relieved of the curse.
Gaston would like to collect the
but one of these days — unness-like pose at the Negro •
The officers said the man told
full amount, Mt hospital has to
less he changes his mind —
staffed Station No. It where
FIRST MISS JL'BILECf—The
of 345 W. Maw A junior at
them the "curse" gave him a senbuy blood for its bank and at the
James Thompson, jr., 3-yearBooker T. Washington High
friendly firemen let him "Jola•
first Miss Jubilect of the Cotsation like "a string was being
least would like to get enough to
old sou of Mrs. Carolyn
school, she won a capsule
ton-Makers Jubilee was crownup" for a little while, Oleg,tightened around my waist."
cover the cost of the blood used.
elhompson, of 110 S. Welling•
wardrobe.
Another picture
son Photo)
A case in Criminal Court last ed last Friday night at Ellis
They said Martin complained he
CONTRIBUTE f65
chewing her alternates inside.
week in which a salesman was ac- auditorium. She is Miss Barpaid the man $60 to cure him tatit
So far, the Bernice Harris Fund
bara Griffin, 16. daughter of
aiewson Photo)
quitted of molesting a Negro girl
"after
he put the voodoo on m•
started to help the woman with
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Griffin,
points up the need for housewives
GREENVILLE. Miss. — Repre her hospital
gat where I couldn't eat or steep.
bill,
has
brought
in
to be more alert about admitting
sentative Corneal A. Davis, mem. just $65.
It was as bad as being dead."
This is $33 more than
about admitting salesmen to their
ber of the General Assembly of at
MADE FOUR TRIPS
last report.
homes and the necessity of parents
the State of Illinois will be the
Martin said he had visited ShotThe Columbus Missionary Bapchecking white homes seeking to
featured speaker at the Regionbyville four times in recent days
tist church contributed $25, t h e
employ Negro girls as baby-sitters.
to kill the seer but was unable
al Council of Negro Leadership's
Hyde Park Housewives League
Don R. LaCroix, 38, of 1646
to find him until Friday.
Sixth Annual Meeting in GreenUnit No. 12, gave $5; Miss JoedWelsh, a salesman, was acquitted
ville. April 26.
With a ratio of about two to one, Negro illegitimate
The seer's wife, Mrs. Ruby Fradie Allen of 756 Marianna, gave
by a Criminal Court jury of a
zier Warner, said her husband had
Rep. Davis, a resident of Chi- $2; and Mrs. Johnnie Clemmons, kids may face a tough time.
charge of molesting a 1.:-year-old
been
successful M telling the forcago, was born in Vicksburg, of Ripley, Tenn., $1.
The legislative act to drop illegitimate children front tunes
Negro girl.
of others for 25 years, "but
King Cotton Jumped Sharp at Ellis auditorium last Miss. He received his education
A complete list of donors, in- the ADC rolls would affect 12,742
The not guilty verdict was rn
I
of
the
52,058
don't
receiving
suppose he knew what his
at Mississippi's Tougaloo college. cluding those run earlier, will be
applaudwho
Friday
enthusiasts
before
lustily
night
1,500
turned by the jury on an assault
grants. Of the total, 33,858 are white and 18,200 Negro. would be"
Moody Bible Institute and John carried next issue.
fashion
shows
and
presentation
and battery charge.
and
the
of
ed the talent
The police chief said Warner had
Marshall School of Law in ChicaMeanwhile, the Tri-State Defend- Of the 12,742 illegitimates, 8,085
The girl told the court that Mrs. attractive Miss Barbara Griffin as the first Miss Jubilect.
brought in at least three Negroes
go. He is now serving his eighth er has been contacted by an or- are Negro and 4,657 white.
LaCroix hired her to sit with her
be
no
savings now if they pay out who had gone to him
and conSome 400 made up the cast that was the 17th pre- consecutive term in the Illinois ganization which is trying to make
At week end Gonv. Frank Clem- just under $100,000 each month.
children last May 26. The couple
fessed crimes.
legislature.
arrangements to sponsor a pro- ent had not decided whether or
t the house and later LaCroix sentation of the annual Jubilect of(
However, the purpose of the bill
Rep. Davis has championed gram with funds to go towards the not to sign the bill or veto it.
*
turned home and attempted to the Cotton Makers Jubilee. King! Miss Griffin, 16-year-old daughis to try to discourage the high
Also passed as an accompanyCotton Jumps Sharp was theme ter of Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Grif- practically all the Civil Rights leg- Bernice Harris Fund.
molest her.
illegitimate births and to
islation that has been placed on HELP STILL NFIEDED
ing measure was a relief fund rate of
During thet rial in Judge Sel- of the show.
fin, 345 W. Dison, became the
encourage mothers to either nanme
the statute books in Illinois in the
Contributions may he sent to the for hardship cases which would a
lers court, LaCroix did not testifirst Miss Jubilect, a new phase
father who could be made to
years.
Bernice Harris Fund, care of the provide funds to take care of chilfy. However, his attorneys, Henof the jubilet introduced to pro- last 16
give support of or to do something
Tri-State Defender, 236 S. Welling- dren for whom support could not
ry Craft and Nick Peace, contendvide further participation of lo- A MASON
about supporting her child herself.
otherwise be found,
ed that evidence was lacking for
H. is a 33rd Degree Mason, a ton, Memphis, Tenn.
cal people.
Some feel women have not trouMrs. Harris was discharged BIG CUT ASKED
conviction of the salesman. '
Shriner holding the third highest
THE ALTERNATES
bled themselves to name a father
from
Simon Warner was a man who
the
The jury set him free.
hospital
in
last
organizathe
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According to a recent survey in order to get the ADC grants.
Alternates to the Booker T.
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Departmeot
Public
WelWashington High school junior are
Additionally, they feel that the
fare showed about $400,000 month- children are not always getting deaths and "keeping down murMiss Earline White, 18, daughter Omega Psi Phi fraternity a n d dren on Monday.
Her husband, a 530-35 a week ly is distributed among illegitiof Mrs. Lillian White, of 2949 Al- assistant pastor of Quinn Chapel
the benefit of the money paid ders" — ye his mysterious powBy JAMES E. GAVLE
gin worker, has not been able to mate children, of which 77 per
er was of no use in forecasting
corn a Manassas High senior and AME church.
some of the parents.
or preventing his own murder.
A 200-voice choir, under direc- raise money to pay her hospital cent represents Federal funds.
DALLAS, Texas — Citizens of Miss Lois Hampton, 16, daughter tion of
Mrs. Lubertha Williams bill but because she is from MisHe was also a man who studied
Slightly less than $100,000
Dallas in general and Baptist of Mr. and Mrs. Granville Hemp- ' will also be a feature of the pro- sissippi she
is obligated to pay monthly would be distributed Anrelentlessly to be a detective and
leaders in particular are hard at ton, of 1496 Wabash, a Hamilton gram.
the bill.
even though he was shot five
der the Relief Fund Act, paid by
work M completing plans for the High junior.
Rex'. Theodore Trammell, of
The Bernice Harris Fund will local and state funds. Since the
times, lived long enough to idennMiss White was earlier elected
entertainment of the National BapClarksdale heads the Mississippi continue until at least the $230 state and local agencies p a id
tify with certainty his killer.
fist Sunday School and BTU Con- Valentine Queen, another newly in- Regional Council of Negro Lead- necessary to
replace the drain on about $92,000 of the $400,000 curWarner often said he liked to
gress which convenes in the great see JuBiLecr Page 2
iership.
the blood bank is raised.
regard himself as a counselor and
rently being disbursed, there would
city, June 17-23. Some 15,000 delehia greatest delight was in "keepgates are expected.
ing people out of jail" and in
Various committees are workSegregationists at Hoxie, Ark., "keeping down murders."
ing out many details involved in
He said he was able to see a
already enjoined by federal courts
giving delegate: and visitors the
from interfering with the integrat- killing shaping up months In adtype of entertainment the deleed school system, lost another ma- vance and "I always do all I can
gates deserve. Dallas is a conjor round last week while winning to keep it from happening."
vention city and the local commitCITES EXAMPLE
a minor point.
tee is working hard to make the
As an example of his ability to
Led by Herbert Brewster, prosession here the greatest in the
segregationist who led the effort perceive a death he often pointed
history of the Congress.
to encourage white sentiment to case in 1940 when a young
The general sessions will he
against Negro students being ad- woman came to him and asked
held in the $10,000,000 Dallas Memitted to Hoxie High and Ele- about the advisability of getting a
morial auditorium, located at Akmentary schools nearly two years divorce. Warner said he told her
ard and Royal sta. It has a seatago, the pro-segs sought, among not to bother, that her husband
ing capacity of 10,000.
wouldn't live much longer anyway.
other things:
Dr. Ernest C. Estell, pastor of
To recover salaries paid to About three months later, Warner
the famed St. John Baptist church.
wives of some of the school di- said, the husband was killed in an
director general of the Congress
rectors who were hired as teach- auto accident. The secret, he said
and chairman of the local COIN
— "plentary influence."
ers;
mittee on entertainment, is assist
In 1935 Warner gave up a caTo recover money paid to B. B.
ed by Rev. Bernie M. Johnson,'
Vance, a lumber company opera- reer as baker and candymaker to
chairman of the committee on contor, because his son Is a member devote his time to studying to be
cessions, Rev. S. Y. Nixon, presof the board;
detective, fortune teller and asident, Texas Baptist Sunday
And to force the board mem- trologer.
School and BTU Congress and Dr.
Even though Warner was almost
bers to meet with the plaintiffs,
D. Edwin Johnson, dean, Interrasomething the pro - segregation blind in one eye and dim-sighted
MARIAN ANDERSON. famed con- cial Baptist Institute-.
leaders say the board had refused in the other, making it necessary
Rev. Ceasar Clark, of 90? N.
tra's and one of the world's most
to do.
for him to wear thick-lensed spec'ed living artists, gives a Central Expressway, is chairman
eel
tacles, he took comprehensive
COURT SAID 'NO'
and
committee
all
housing
the
rec; al in Bruce hall on the Le- of
A Lawrence county Chat:leery criminology courses by corresponTHE NEW YWCA which will
will be used in the downtown
Rev. S. A. Owen, minister of
Friday night, March 29 at the
Moyne college campus Thursday delegates are requested to write
Court denied them everything they dence.
raised
in
funds
built
,YWCA
with
Metropolitan
A
on
branch
be
Monroe.
Baptist
Vance
church,
Avenue
branch.
reservation.
Walter
home
Clark
for
Rev.
appearance
The
IIFght, March. 28.
asked, except the right of meet"I have never made less than
membership division of the applans to raise $40,009 of the
Chandler, general chairman of
the current $400.000 Building
The local Chamber of Commerce
oi the internationally acclaimed
ings with the board members.
95 on a lesson," he often boasted.
peal headed by A. Mace() Welfund drive. This division has
the fund appeal will speak.
concert artist is being sponsored and other denominational groups' Fund appeal, will have the
When it reached the Arkansas
Warner was the subject of
ker, president of Universal
modern design in this drawing.
scheduled a meeting of friends
The meeting begins at R p.m.
v the Bantist Industrial college, are lending assistance to the loLife Insurance company, and
Other funds raised ha the drive
and members of the YWCA for
cai committee.
See HOXIE Page 2
See READ Page 2
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new

Jubilect.

Last Rites For Sister
OfMrs.DaisyStevenson

(Continued From Page 1)

IN A
NUTSHELL

troduced feature of the jubilee for
teenagers.
Miss Jubilect receives a capsule
wardrobe and her alternates also
A pioneer Oklahoma s c hoo found dead alone in her comfortget cotton fabrics. Miss Jubilect
teacher and sister of a widely able Taft home. Mrs. Stevens left
Is not a replacement for the
known Memphis retired p u b lic Memphis to attend her sister's
"Spirit," not elected this year,
school teacher died in Muskogee ' funeral and arrange other business
and does not get the national tour
last week and thus marked the end associated with her passing.
the "Spirit" usually received as
The sisters were the daughters
of a colorful phase of life among
The NAACP last week asked the supplied, the persons named would part of her title.
of Mr. and Mrs. Allen Searcy of
American Negroes.
U. t Supreme Court to overturn have been subjected to "private CANDIDATES FOR QUEEN
The deceased was Mrs. Addis Macon, Ga. They formerly resista 400,000 fine levied against it economic reprisals,•loss of public
Also presented during the night
Searcy Jones, widow of the late
by the State of Alabama ,,for re- and private employment, harass- were candidates for Queen of the
first mayor of all Negro town of
fusing to turn over its member- ment by persons opposed to inte- Jubilee and members of the Kings
Taft, Okla., Hon. Jacob J. Jones.
shipi.rolls for inspection. It said gration of the public schools, in- club of the jubilee, a newly orMrs. Jones was the sister of Memthat if names and addresses of timidation, threats of force and ganized group which will name
phis'
Mrs. Daisy Stevens, of 800
mettbers and officers had been actual force."
the king, either from within or
McLemore ave. who for many
outside their ranks. Membership
years was an outstanding figure in
in this club is limited to 35.
the Memphis public school system.
Queen contestants are:
Mrs. Jones moved to Oklahoma
A Federal District Court at Hou- er Phillips charged Robey with
Miss Josephine Jones, daughshortly after having graduated
ston, Texas awarded a judgment placing Herman Parker, Memphis , ter of Mr. and Mrs. Elijah
TAKES OVER ANOTHER STATION—Lander Conway, who has suefrom AS/M college, in Huntsville,
for $17,500 to Sam Phillips of Memcessf‘ly operated the Conway Pan-Am Service Station
at Linden and
singer, under contract and selling Jones, jr., of 128 Farrow; Mrs.
.41a. Later she graduated from
phis, owner of the Sun Record co.,
Evelyn Mlles, of 1071 E. Trigg;
Lauderdale for the past II months, expanded his business a fortnight
records
after
was
Parker
alhis
Langston university. She w e nt
Inc., against Don Robey, Negro
Miss Gloria Neely, fo 59 S. Lau•
ago by taking over the operation of the Pan-Am station at E.
H.
Crump
recording company operator, aft. ready under contract to Phillips.
there to become a teacher in the
derdale, a Henderson Business
and Mississippi boulevards. The business was formerly operated
by Irby
then pioneer settlements of Oklacollege student; Miss Jean
Fogleman Jr. Mr. Conway who has built up a large patronage with
homa when it was in transition
House, of Turret!, Ark.; Miss
his
first
Pan-Am
station
said:
"Here
from
at
my
a territory to a state durnew business I assure motorMargaret Johnson, daughter of
ists
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — Record- disregarding city bus segregation Mr. and Mrs. Hobart
of
honest,
dependable
ing
and
the first years of the present
efficient service." He is personally superJohnson,
er's Court Judge Ralph E. Park- laws following a Supreme Court of 1062 Woodlawn; Miss
vising the station at Crump and Mississippi.
century. It was during the period
Doroer, declaring he would rather wear declaration that bus segregation is thy Smith, of Hernando,
when hundreds of Negro groups
Miss.,
a "ball and chain around my anwere moving westward and founda student at Mississippi Industhur
Atty.
unconstitutional.
A
r
kle than to wear one around my
ing towns in the unsettled region
trial college, and Miss Zelm a
conscience" in effect declared the Shores, representing those fined Walker, daughter of
of Oklahoma
a n d neighboring
Mr. and
not
MRS. ADDIE S. JONES
had
case,
he
said
test
Amendment
Constituthe
the
in
to
14th
states. The young school teacher
Mrs. W. L. Burnette, of 525 E.
tion "null and void" and fined 22 decided whether an appeal would Third st., Trenton, Tenn.
met her husband there. He was ed in Birmingham, Ala., but be(Continued From Page 1)
Birmingham Negroes $55 each for made,
engaged in educational work and came separated in residence when
CLUB MEMBERS
other activities.
Members of the Kings club in- story titled "Seer of Shelbyville"
Mrs. Stevens moved to Memphis
in
the
1947
May
"The
issue
11,
of
clude W. A. Adkins, Memphis manMr. Jones became the first may- and Mrs. Jones went to Oklahoma.
Nashville
Tennessean
Magazine".
ager for Golden Circle Insurance
or of the thriving town of Taft,
Mrs. Jones was buried in Muss
1
KNOXVILLE — Trial date for lor in setting May 2 as the date
At that time he said he was
co.; Dr. Leland Atkins, Prof. C.
and served in that capacity 'until , kogee, Okla., where she had taught
14 men and two women (white), for argument by government and
very
interested
in
prevehtion
of
kti
s
T.
Cobb,
principal of Lincoln High
his death. At the time of his school for 30 years, having retiraccused by the Federal Govern- defense counsel. They will act on
in Forrest City, Ark.; Richard juvenile delinquency and was con- ssi
death a year and a half ago, he ed only last September. She is
ment of stirring up racial strife
"motions, pleas, an- (Dick) Cole, WLOK deejay; bt. fining most of his work to helping
30
than
was still one of the Taft commu- survived by her sister, Mrs. Daisy
more
at integrated Clinton, Tenn. High
children and preventing marriages
C.
D.
Hayes,
nity's most outstanding citizens.
mortician;
T.
L.
Jacob Jones, of Wichita, Kans.; a
Khoo' may be set in May, ac- swers and other pleadings" that
Johnson, reigning king; Atty. A. from breaking up.
lie and Mrs. Jones were the par- neice, Mrs, Caroline Stevens Wilcording to an action taken by U. have been filed in the criminal
He said his ambition is to beA. Latting, Robert Lewis, jr., morApril
ents
is
of
a
one
month
son,
of
Jacob
many
Jones,
spejr.,
liams of Los Angeles, a grandon all sides in the fat until it is
S. District Judge Robert L. Tay- contempt of court cases.
tician and a past king; Dr. H. W. come the "greatest man in the cials. These specials will be right dark
daughter, Daisy Joe Williams, of
brown. Warm and pour over of Wichita,
Williamson, of Idabel, Okla., a world in the prevention of juvenile in time for Easter Holiday ac- it 3-4 cup
Mrs. Stevens first learned of her Los Angeles, and a ne ph e w,
dry wine, preferably
colonel on the state staff; Atty. delinquency." He said he hoped tivities. These will be a cereal red,
; sister's death two weeks ago, when George Stevens of Memphis and
1-4 cup hot water.
it was reported that she had been other relatives.
' Major Napoleon Kendrich, 28, a a manslaughter charge which grew A. W. Willis, Jaycees' Outstand- "some day" to have the greatest and Milk Spring Festival from
Heet
ing
over
Young Man of 1956; Dr. J. E. crime show on earth and to trav- April 1-30 of come. This emphahot water and stir
:an Gaston hospital employe, out of a wreck in which a passenin:
3-4
cup
warm
Burke,
sour cream.
Forrest City dentist and el from town to town, exhibiting sizes the fact that a good way to
was arrested last week by Mem- ger in his car was killed. Kendrich
There should be about Ve inch
phis pot, when they learned he was accused of driving 95 miles businessman; Lt. George W. Lee, the show and lecturing on juve- start the day is with a good breakpolitician,
nile
delinquency.
of
liquid
author and businessin the pot. Reduce the
fast.
was wanted in Detroit, Mich., on an hour before the accident,
man; T. J. Marzette, Mammoth
Warner started his baking and
Among the other plentifuls are heat and cover the pot closely.
Life district manager; Edward E. candymaking in Chicago in 1921. eggs for meal preparation and for Do not boil the meat at any time.
1/•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••".•
Paschal, influential Marvel. Ark. Later he came to Nashville and the Easter basket. Turkeys will Simmer it slowly until it is done,
Thursday, March 28, Baptist In- nue YWCA, 5-8 p.m.
NASHVILLE — Despite the al- police powers to remove Negroes farmer; O. W. Pickett, of Sawyer was a pastry cook and baser at be plentiful and right in order for 2 or 3 hours. Add lieuid if the
•* *
dustrial college presents, Marian
most solid support of the West from Clinton High school fail:el Investment agency; L. 0. Swing- the H. G. Hill store at Third ave. for that big Easter dinner. Large roast become dry. Remove the
Anderson, in recital, C. Arthur
Friday, April 6, LeMoyne c o lTennessee delegation to the State of adoption last week. It did not ler, veteran newsman,' and Prof. and Deaderick st. in Nashville for supplies of new spring potatoes, roast from the pot. Pot roast
may Bruce Hall, LeMoyne college, 8 iege's Spring Festival Play era,
Legislature, a resolution calling receive the required number of J. H. White, principal of Elizs a number of years. He was head added to the heavy supply in stor- be baked covered in a slow oven
p.m.
Inc., presents "Charley's Aunt",
on Gov. Frank Clement to use his votes.
Miller High school in Helena, Ark. baker at Thompson's restaurant age from last fall's crop means 300 degrees to 325 degrees after
• ••
C. Bruce Hall, LeMoyne college,
'WONDERFUL JOB'
on Church street when the cashier, plentiful supplies of all types of the liquid has been poured over
Sunday, March 31, Ladies Aux- 8 p.m,
This year's Miss Jubilect con- Glover, was shot.
potatoes. Rice continues to be in it. Season it when it is nearly iliary to Bluff City Medical SocieFriday, April 12, Beta Epsilon
test, under the supervision of Miss
He was a native of Bedford heavy supply. Dried prunes are done with: salt and pepper.
ty,
Scholarship Tea, Vance Ave- Omega chapter of Alpha Kappa
DYERSBURG — James Edward year-old polio crippled son, who Evelyn Bagsby, a teacher
in the county. His father was a "sort of plentiful. Canned sweet corn is
Alpha sorority presents, "T h e
Carter, 30, has been arrested and beat the man away from h I s junior high department at Lester janitor" around
the Bedford coun- plentiful and of excellent quality.
Two Mrs. CarrolLs", C. Arthur
tagntified as the man who at- mother witha crutch. Carter fiend school, was quite
ty courthouse and as a young boy Peanuts and peanut butter with
successful.
Sampled to assault a 30.year-old the scene hut was identified by
Bruce Hall, LeMoyne college, 8:15
Mrs. Ethel Venson, wife of Dr. Warner shined shoes there. He re- abundance in good nutrition coniKoman in this city last week, but a hat which was dropped when R. Q. Venson,
13-m•
founder of the ceived less than two years of for- tinue in abundance for us. The
•••
lias stopped in his attempt by the he ran from the crutch blows. He jubilee, praised Mrs.
Bagsby's mal schooling but always said he ever popular orange will be a popUreic action of the woman's 10- is charged with assault.
Sunday, April 14, Emmanuel
work as "a wonderful job" in her knew by the time he was 10 years
ular buy for April and at moder.
The Memphis Negro Junior L. Haywood, chairman of t h e Episcopal church, Woman's Auxventure with the jubilee.
old that he possessed occult pow- ate prices. Then last but not least
iliary Palm Sunday Tea, the resiChamber of Commercels now ac- committee.
WDIA's Robert (Honeyboy) ers.
Ise
there will be a large quantity .of cepting
dence of Mrs. Clarence Walton, of
Thomas was master of ceremonies
nominations
from
any
proShould
Names
be
The
sUbmittcd
precise
nature
to:
of the reve- top beef coming to market: Beef
,:slWASITINGTON — The Veterans application of state and local laws
1380 Melrose Rose Cove 4-7 p.m.
for the big show.
lation was occult too, Warner said, whether for lunch or for dinner, fessional, civic or social organi- Negro Junior Chamber of ComAVministration has promised to relating to segregation in VA hos•••
In addition to the array of and he declined to talk
zation
for
its
Young
Man
of
merce,
the
Post
Office
Box
3862,
Laabout
it Small steaks are even good for
consider a request to maintain leg- pitals, H. V. Higley, Veterans Ad- schools
Thursday, Friday, Saturday
which were featured in on the grounds that it is "too
Year award
mar
l'ost
Office,
Memphis
Ten14,
hard
motion in VA hospitals in the ministrator, reportedly promised
breakfant. In fact heel can be servSunday, April 18-21, Regional Confashions and talent, there were to explain."
Booth, Rep. Overton Brooks (D. "the entire matter would be takNominees, not necessarily a nessee,
ed at any meal with rightful
vention, Alpha Phi Alpha, Kappa
the Teen Towners, Foote Homes TOLD OF WOMAN'S
The
Jaycees
launched
their
member
of
La., disclosed. last week Follow- en under careful advisement by
the
organization recpride. Guests and family aliko will
Alpha Psi and Phi Beta Sigma
Kindergarten dancers, and a speYoung
Man
of
In 1941 Warner rocketed to na- like this dinner.
the
Year
award
ommending
Ing receipt of a letter advocating him and his administration."
him,
must be between
fraternities, LeMoyne college, buscial fashion show by Martha Jean tional
notoriety when he gazed
21 and 35 and must meet certain program both to pay tribute to iness sessions.
Beef chuck roast
Steinberg, model ard WDIA star. into
some person whose contributions
his crystal ball and told where
qualifications
Mashed
pertaining
potatoes
to charFriday, April 19, Public MeetA. C. Williams, director of the the
to the community have been outbody of a certain Chapel Hill,
acter, morals, etc.
Fresh Asparagus
.irhe Tennessee Senate passed a the law apply only to the four Teen Towners, also served as co- Tenn., woman who had been missstanding and to encourage others ing, Alpha Phi Alpha, Kappa AlBrowned
Butter
With
ordinator of the show.
Nominations must be received to join in a mutual effort to im- pha Psi and Phi Beta Sigma fraMR I st week prohibiting fortune
ing for some time, could be found.
Carrot — Cabbage Salad
metropolitan counties of Tennesternities, guest speaker the Rev.
Porter and Lester Junior Highs,
before April 15, 1957, says Major prove the community.
for pay. The bill was reWhen officers found the body
Butter
Rolls
—
Martin Luther King, Metropolitan
tyned to the House for concur- see which include Memphis, Nash- making their first appearance where he had said he received
Pudding
Floating
Island
Baptist church, Walker and Mcrence in an amendment making ville, Chattanooga and Knoxville. in the show since attaining the worldwide publicity and began reMilk
junior high status, gave a good
Dowell ayes., 8 p.m.
ceiving as many as 500 pieces of
You will like this roast beef ret•• •
account of themselves, modeling
mail a day. Most of the letters ipe, try it.
school clothes and dancing.
Friday, April 19, Alpha Phi Alwere
from
people seeking advice
Prepare for cooking: 3 lbs. chuck
St. Augustine modeled sportspha, Kappa Alpha Psi, Phi Beta
A tour of some of Memphis' :Memphis Monday through Thurson problems of the heart and aid beef
Sigma fraternities, closed formal,
best exaemles in park and recre- day. Visitors will see Douglas wear and the Moon Maids were in locating lost and stolen
articles. The meat is improved by being
ation development was to be con- school, as an example of use of good as usual; Hamilton model10 p.m., Club Ebony.
Pro,jections
of
the
labor
force
by
Large
After
amounts
the
location
of
capital
ma
y
of
the
wom- larded with: Salt pork or bacor
••
ducted this week by Marion Hale, school facilities for recreation pro- ed playtogs and did an intricate an's
age brackets may have significant have to be expended not only to
body
law
enforcement
offiRub the meat with garlic
Saturday, April 20, Alpha Belles,
Memphis Parks Recreation super- grams to reduce "wasted roofs," time act; Douglass modeled street
' implications on the future trend provide for new jobs but also to
cers
often
went
to
his
home
flour
office
Dredge it with
Silhouettes,
leterdent as a feature of the Sou-. and also Memphis golf courses, wear and d i d an interesting
and
of capital expenditures and pro- further advances in agtomation to Sigmarettes
and sought advice and informsHeat in a heavy pot over a hot
thern District Recreation Confer- including the new one being built dance; Melrose High school modductivity. The statistics reveal relatively untrained and unskilled luncheon - fashion show honorini
tion on complex cases.
tablespoons
2
fire:
fat
ence which slated to be held in for Negroes at T. 0. Fuller Park. eled evening wear and featured
Regional Meeting guests, Flamins
A large astrological chart hangs , Saute lightly in the fat: 1-4 cup that all of the anticipated five mil- younger group if productivity is
two excellent dancers in their roulion growth of the male labor force to increase at rates comparable Room 12 noon.
on
the
wall
of
the
room
where
I
chopped
onion.
• ••
tine; Manassas modeled a h
I Remove the onion. Sear the meat by 1865 will be accounted for by with recent years. Furthermore, Saturday, April 20, Mesiphis Pan
clothes and did a dance in that Warner was shot.
the younger and older age grcups. the capabilities of the older workEdgar Brown, 30, and Gloria ened and her body burned. Brown tempo, and Booker T. Washington
The chart shows the large in- ers will have to be more fully Hellenic Council, closed formal,
Lee Butler, 24, of 203 Dukes et., placed most of the blame,on his modeled lounging wear followed
honoring Alpha Phi Alpha, Kappa
creases for the 14-24 year and the utilized.
were held to the state on an as- common law wife, whom he ac- by an interpretative dance num- ,
Alpha Psi, Phi Beta Sigma fraover 45 age groups.
salait to murder charge last week, cuses of throwing the child on her
ternities' Regional Meeting, Club
In sharp contrast with these
deepite their not guilty plea, con- the floor. She insisted he heat the
The Teen Towner, were agair
Ebony, 10 p.m.
is the 25-44 age group, which is
cerning the case of their infant infant with a bed slat. Brown said entertaining, featuring some quite
••
not expected to grow at all nudaoghter of 15 months. Officials the baby is a twin and his wife capable soloists backed by a
Sunday, April 21, G e r s o pp a
merically.
This
is
important,
for
charge the parents with an ex- "doesn't like" it because the oth- smooth rhythmic harmony, A big
Dukes, 5th Annual Affaire Extrathat group is often referred to as
treme case of mistreatment in er twin died. The woman said applause went to the three couples
(Continued From Page 1)
ordinaire, Club Ebony.
the
"prime
working
With
no
guns,
no
group."
The
organization,
which the baby's legs were brok- Brown doesn't like the child be- of young dancers from the Foote
f had mysteriously agreed upon a
•••
and more than 100 of their poten- general strike. Courts and schools major burden of producing the Supreme Court, the only change
en, her teeth knocked out or loos- cause he doesn't believe it is his. Homes Kindergarten.
Friday, April 26, Sigma Gamma
tial leaders in prison on treason were empty and market women added memo that will be demand- made was that the board memcharges, Haitians defied a rith- I failed to come to the city with food. ed by our larger population in 1965 bers were ordered to carry out Rho sorority presents "Rhomanwill then fall on the 14-24 age a neglected law regarding the hir- ia", starring Gloria Lockerman, C.
less dictator backed by a wellUnable to arrest so many, Ma- group and on those over
8 p m.
45. T h e ing of their wives. This law calls Arthur Bruce Ball,
trained, well equipped army of
••
gliore led armed men against 14-24 year group will
5,000 and drove him from office.
expand 2.7 for a specified percentage of the
Saturday, April 27, National AsFrederic Sondem, jr., gives 'an downtown stores and forced them million or 33 percent, and the over school patrons in the district sign(Continued From Page 1)
eyewitness account in"Haiti to open. They closed as he left. 45 ereup 2.3 million or 13 per ing a petition in favor ttf_ the sociation of Negro Musicians,
Tuesday, Magliore brought thir- cent.
who had attacked them. He said Doesn't Like
board members being %We to hire South Regional meeting, publ
Dictators" in the Apty-two leading businessmen to his
concert, Opera Gala — featuring
two others who had made com- ril Reader's Digest.
their wives.
Theodore Charles Stone, baritone.
plaints were not able to positively
palace and forced them to pledge dare
In announcing its annual RIM- I lel "Chapie" James, for his
undertake anything against
The court said the law provided
Forty-nine-year-old Paul Eugene re-opening.
C. Arthur Bruce Hall, LeMovilp
Wednesday, Port - au- me." The
wurm Awards, the National News- leadership In commanding a jet identify McGary.
Magliore proved the ablest presi- Prince
officers agreed. But no penalty for neglect of this college,
8 p.m.
McGary has been held to the
remained shut light. Thies- they
paper Publishers Association se- interceptor squadron in one of
would withdraw his guards proceOre. hes ordered it followed
Haiti's
dent
in
history
during
his
•• •
day a group of young officers calllected Rev. Martin Luther King, the most vital strategic areas state for action of the grand jury,
and the people were angry.
henceforth.
early years of service. Then Ma- ed
Friday, May 3, Kappa Alpha Psi
on Magliore and asked that he
along with nine other recipients, of the nation; Rev. Paul Turner, charged with rape.
Early next morning, Magliore
gliore began exacting tribute from leave.
The court ruled there was noth- fraternity, Fourth Annual DebuCapt. Wilkinson said "indictto be honcred for "outstanding of Clinton, Tenn., for his moral
was at the airport with hhs fam- ing illegal about the
contractors, job seekers and buncircumstanc- tante Ball, closed formal, Club
achievement in making pessible a and physical courage in escort- ments are going to be asked on
Magliore
smiled
—
"You
would
ily
to
enplane
nessmen seeking concessions. As
for Jamaica exile. es under which Vance wag_paid. Ebony,
richer conception of democratic ing Clinton Negro high school each of the charges, including that
10 p.m.
his term neared its end, Dec. 6,
students despite personal hay. of escape."
was
6,
it
estimated Magliore and
Capt. Wilkinson said the attacks
awards, made each year by ards involved; Rev. R is tier t
official family were taking 53,ended abruptly when McGary was his
the Negro newspapers of the na- Greet?, Montgomery, Ala., who
000,000 annually, about one third
tions:were announced on an NBC as a white minister of a Negro sent to the penal farm.
the national income.
He had been free just five days of
netterk broadcast on Wednesday, church, firmly supported t h e
DRAMATIC SURRENDER
when the woman saw him and
Mageh 20. :
successful HEM against bus segUnder Haitian law, Magliore
called Officers Williams a n d
Tht courageous Montgomery, regation in the face of personal
could not succeed himself and was
Jones,
Ala.; minister -Cal cited for his threats and danger.
supposed to resign Dec. 8 and perand unflinching leadership IN SPORTS
mit executive power to pass to the
in ..Tase fight against racial segreTwo areas in sports were recogSupreme Court until a presidengation and for his contribution of nise! when the newspaper group
tial election in April.
a 7.1tird force', non-violence, to recognied
Althea Gibson, second
On Dec. 5, time bombs exploded
the-arsenal of democracy."
LONDON — (INS) — Yemen's In
nationally -ranked U. S. L. T. A.
Port-au-Prince. Chief of Police
NP,URBAN LEAGUE
woman tennis player for her ef- legation in London announced yes- Prosper choked press and
radio
taiti King were selected the N. fect upon international goodwill terday its government again has
and spread rumors "reactionary
A.
C. I'. for its continued bat- during her worldwide tennis tours; protested to Britain against what
businessmen" were plotting a dictlellgainst foes of constitutional and the Natiohal Association of In- it said were continued reinforcetatorship. On Dec. 6, Magliore dragovernment: the National Urban tercollegiate kthletica for its con- ment of British troops in the Aden matically
surrendred offic e.
Leaue for its steadfast continu- sistent refuse to accept racial seg- protectorate next to Yemen.
Then his puppet army chief of
ant* of its principles of racial regation and discrimination in its
Yemen, which claims Aden terstaff broadcast a plea he accept
preitress through interracial activ- promotion of athletics and athletee ritory, said the reinforcement was
the provisional presidency to save
ilyosse spite cf efforts in the South In its program conducted by the a threat to Yemen and violation
NEW ROYALTY WAS CROWN.
a nation in peril. Magliore 'rerendered their reign to Kevin
1661 Patton, and Mr. Cooperathe faculty to help make taw
of an agreement
tolgtpel the League from cem- smaller colleges of the nation.
luctantly" accepted.
ED at Lutheran Cooperative
L. Cunningham and little Miss
tive Is son of Mr. and Mrs.
mutates where it has existed.
The Negro Intercivie Council, of
prevements In the school. The
Armed police crushed resistance
school recendy when Robert
Clarice
Murphy.
who won the
James Cunningham, of trife
Gee. Theodore R. MeReldin, Tallahassee, Fla , w,is recognied of the national
faculty expreeed Its gratitude
observance of Na- and began arrests.
Webster,
left
of
the
King's
right
to
wear
the titles
College. Both received $25 War
of Maryland. was cited for his for its uncompromising light for tional Negro
Newspaper Week, Then "telediol," Haiti's peculiar
to the parents and friends elf
throne and Georgette Stewart,
throughout 1957 In a popular.
Bonds. Their attendants, flank.
appe'-'inent of Negroes In im• bus deseere 'alien in the capital March 17-23,
sponsored by the Na- "word of mouth" communication
right of the Queen's throne,
ity
the school for making tbis
contest.
The
new
Miss
Coing them at right and left re.
pottAwat;
ite
t
and munk 'pal city of Florida.
phr:i tional Newspaper Publishers Am- began work over
Mr. and Miss Lullieran Coopthe week end.
operative is daughter of Mr.
ceived 85 each. The cont••st
beards
event a success. (McChristell
offices; Lt. Col. Dan•
The RusaWurm Awards are
elation.
sly omr.
erative of MOM Pia
I BY Monday. Dot. 10. the tut u
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$100,000 Fine Before High Court

Wins $17,500 Court Judgement

'Rather Wear Ball And Chain'

Read

Case Of Troublem akers Coming Up

In Hot Water Over Speeding

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Still Sore About Clinton High

Charged With Aftempt To Assault

Jaycees Seek 'Young
Man Of Year' Nominees

Want To Turn Back The Clock

an

A Poke At Fortune Telling

tau,

'Prime Working Group'
Won't Grow Before '65

Plan Tour Of Recreation Units

Brutal Treatme nt Of A Child

Tells How Magloire
Forced From Haiti

NAIPA Names Winners Identified
Of Russwurm Awards
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The LeMoyne college Spring
Festival, for years one of the college's most outstanding cultural
events, Is being held March 25
EDITOR, TRI-STATE DEFENDER
through April 8,
Miss Mae I. Davenport, chairman of the Spring Festival comPlayers Incorporated, Interna- have included all the great classic mittee, has announced
that t h e
tional Repertory Company, will be roles from Oedipus Rex to Othello program will feature
drama, muin town on Saturday, April 6, and and Mael3ein, LU tills
in- sic, speech, art, science demonWe are proud of the fact that wood floor should further empha- a spirited evening is promised at ance he will play the part of the strations and dances, with most
basketball coach Bob Vanatta's size the stupidity of pursuing a LeMoyne's Bruce Hall where this amorous Mr. Spettigue.
I of the events open to the public
Memphis State Tigers brou ght course of bigotry. The publicity world traveled group will perform IICKL'is 01% aril—
I without charge.
good
way
is
Brandon Thomas' CHARLEY'S Ken Lynch, jr., plays the role
honor to themselves and focused I which has come our
The two weeks' activities opened
national attention on Memphis for industry, business and the mo- AUNT.
of Lord Babberly, who is shoved Monday morning with a student
this
city.
The performance will feature a onto the stage as his best friend's variety show in Bruce Hall.
through their bid for the cham- rale of
pionship of the National Invitation The MSC team itself has been highly skilled and experienced Aunt and announces, "I'm CharOn Tuesday, at 10:30, the Leexposed in a dramatic- way to
Tournament.
company in one of the world's ley's Aunt from Brazil, where the Moyne drama group, under the
The sensational victories by the broader aspect of education, which most beloved plays. The fourteen nuts come from!" Since the age direction of Miss Elsie VanNess
Tigers earlier in the...week over in the future may prove helpful , members, who double and triple of seven years when he played presented "The Silver Chord."
St. Bonaventure and WEE served in effecting true democratic un- in brass, are former students of Tiny Tim in A CHRISTMAS FACULTY PLAY
as shots in the arm to sports lov- derstanding of the racial prpblems Catholic University of Washington, CAROL, Mr. Lynch has been apThe Art department, headed by
ing fans, regardless of color in we face in the South.
D. C., and have had professional peering on stages around the Reginald Morris, gave two showSeveral citizens have called and experience on Broadway and world. He has toured with corn- ings of the film, "Song
this neck of Tennessee.
Of My
The great and dramatic perform- asked: "What would have happen- through out the country.
I panies in America, Canada, and Heart," Wednesday, at 10:30 and
ance of the Tigers in their bid to ed if Bradley university had been CALLAHAN STARS
I Europe. In Britain, he won a 7 in the Lecture Hall.
bring home the title ia thc finals invited to play MSC in Memphis?" Heading the cast will be Broad- British Orama Festival award at I The faculty members will disagainst the skilled and experiencWe don't presume to be omni- way actor William Callahan, who Felixstone with Fiy's A SLEEP play their talents Thursday morned Bradley university team had potent but we do know quite a was a member of the original or PRISONERS. This is his first ing, during their variety show and
,
Memphis literally "hanging on the number of local reactionaries • got group that organized Players In- stateside tour with the company. at 8 p.m., Mississippi Baptist colropes" during the last six min- an eyeful of democracy in action corporated seven years ago and
Mary van Valkenburgh, who has lege will present Miss Marion Anutes of play.
during the game Saturday.
was its first president. Since that just completed a busy season of derson in concert.
Coach Vanatta should have felt
It was Poet Shelley who wrote: first season, Mr. Callahan has play- Summer stock appearing in' On Friday, at 10:30, the French
euite proud to see players on both "Nothing in the world is single, ed dozens of roles and recently TIGER AT TIIE GATES, YOU class presents "Les Precieuses." a
teams he coached perform so skill- all things by a law divine in completed a thirty-six week run I CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU, play in French. That night, a dosfully, Mr. Vanatta, by the way, one spirit meet and mingle." the Broadway
production of and SABRINA, will appear as ed Masquerade Ball in the New
came from Bradley to Memphis Something of that spirit, in sup- ANASTASIA.
Amy Spettigue, in her second Commons ends the first week ol
State.
port of the Tigers, came to Mem- A native of Richmond Hill, Long cross-country trek with the troupe.i the Festival.
It is he who was rsponsible for phis last week.
Island, he has also spent two years
The plays begins at 8:30 p.m., Then next week:
three star players being at Bradteaching and directing, worked in in C. Arthur Bruce hall. Tickets SONG CONTEST
ley, who faced the Tigers SaturScheduled for Tuesday, at 10:30,
both TV and radio, and written are available at the Central Ticket
day. They are Sheltie McMillan
weekly scripts for Armed Forces office of Goldsmiths,' and in the issehaiocrongtelasstseas fg m
voecmag
lihstiss from
and Curley Johnson, formerly ef
Radio in Casablanca. His roles business office of LeMoyne.
of
DuSable High schoot, Chicago and ,
schools. Winners of the contest will
Bobby Joe Johnson, formerly of
receive scholarships to LeMoyne.
It was Sheltie, outstanding
In Second Congregational church
throughout the thrilling game, who
Wednesday, at 10:30, Margaret
scored the free throw which deWalker Alexander will discuss
feated Memphis State 84 to 83. Did you know that by taking just
"Negro Poetry in American LitMason's stellar play and that rf 180 seconds out of your life you
erTh
aluere""
Johnson kent the TV-viewers on can protect yourself against this
English department will
edge throueout the nip and fuck devastating results of polio/ Polsponsor an interpretative reading
battle. Win Wilfong, of Memphis io hits young adults hard. It has
contest, on Thursday morning, in
'tate was sensational throughout cruelly maimed many a teenager.
Bruce Hall. At 1, the science dethe tilt. Literally speaking 3 groan many a young mother and father,
partment will give demonstrations
went up in Memphis when he was for life.
in Steele hall, and at 8:15, in
forced out of the battle in the But don't you be scared, Just
Bruce hall, Tougaloo college choir
spare those
waning minutes by fouls.
180 seconds: 60
will be presented.
We are proud of the fact that for a shot of polio vaccine now,
Friday morning, at 10:30 a.m.,
rabid reactionaries have thus far seconds for a shot of polio vaccine
Chapel services will be held in
seen how unwise it would be to now, 60 seconds for another shot
Second Congregational churc h,
set up laws in this state prohibit- two to six weeks from now and
with t h e Southwestern College
ing participation of schools in ath- 60 seconds for the third shot seven
choir providing the music.
letics where Negroes are allowed months after that.
SPRING FORMAL
That's all. Those 180 seconds
to play.
The big event Friday evening
The favorable publicity which pass quickly in the life ot a busy.
will be the Spring Formal, a closcame to the state, and Memphis active, healthy person. But 180
ed dance for LeMoyne students,
especially, as a result of the Tig- seconds in an iron lung are an
in Bruce Hall.
ers' performances on the hard- eternity.
KEN LYNCH JR.
Players Incorporated of Wash-

'Charley s Aunt' Cast
To Feature Callahan

by I. Alex Wilson
We Are Proud Of

MSC Tigers

180 Seconds
May Save You
From Polio

The annual meeting of the stockholders of 'Mammoth Life and
Accident Insurance company was
held Tuesday, March 12 at the
company's home office in Louisville.
-The company's operations during the post year were highly successful, according to president J.
E. Hankins. He stated in his report that its total assets were $6,692258.89; payments to policyholders last year amounted to $760,853.78, and the insurance in force
at the close of the year totaled
$45,439,375.
Stockholders re-elected to t h e
hoard of directors: Mrs. Agnes
Glover of Chicago; Robert Holleman; Ganges, British Columbia,
and J. E. }Jenkins. Newly elected
to the board was C. W. White, a
real estate broker of Detroit,
Flowing
Mico
hl
the meeting of the
stockholders the board of directors re-elected all of the present
officers, Robert Holloman, chairman of the board; Dr. P. 0.
Sweeney, vice chairman;
J.
E. Hankins president; Mrs. Hilda
H. Price, vice president - secretary and L. T. Duncan, treasurer.
Elected as members of the executive committee were H. F.
Jones, jr. and John Ross.

Miss. Teachers
In Unusual Move
The Mississippi Negro Teachera;
association made an unusual recommendation during a convention
session in Jackson, Miss., last
week.
The group recommended the employment of qualified Negroes as
assistants in divisions of the State
Department of Education, providing direct ervice to N.,,ro chitchildren and teachers.
At edition time no action h a d
been taken on the recommendation.
ington, D. C. will present Brandon
Thomas' "Charley's Aunt" at 8:30
p.m., Saturday, as the climax to
the Spring Festival.
Tickets for the Marion Anderson
concert and "Charley's Aunt" are
on sale in the college's business
office and at Goldsmiths' Central
ticket office.
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TELLING THE ALCORN
STORY — Arthur Jata Fielder (left), of Laurel, Miss., and
John Mark Riley. of clerksdale, Miss., two of the expelled Alcorn college studeztts,
stopped off in Memphis Monday enroute to Chicago where
they were to speak on Tuesday night. Fielder, a health
and physical education major,
was a senior and Riley a junior with the same major. They
say a major beef of the students was the inclusion by

50,000 Saints Expected
For 50th Convocation
All plans of the Church of God
In Christ, throughout the country
and abroad, have been geared to
the approaching 50th Holy Convocation to be held in Memphis Nov.
25 through Dec. 15. According to
Bishop L. H. Ford, chairman of
the anniversary meeting, mor e
than 25,000 persons are expected.
To take care of the huge crowd
more than the 10,000 seat Mason
Temple auditorium, will accommodate, arrangements have already been made to erect a tent,
under the supervision of Bishop L.
C. Page; of Los Angeles, Calif.,
and Evangelist Reatha Herndon,
also of Los Angeles; assisted by
the board of foreign bishops. A
brush arbor will also be erected
with services cnducted by Elder
Utah Smith, of New Orleans, La.
SPECIAL TRAINS
Bishop F. D. Washington, Brooklyn, N. Y., pastor of Washington
Temple and assistant chairman of

WHERE EVERY DAY IS SDOLLARS DAY

FREE PARKING

OPEN 9:00 A.M. TO 9:00 P.M.

350 MONROE AT WELLINGTON

Or Ride
Madison Ave., Bus to Store

Phi Alni Beta
I formal.

phis Pan
formal,
a, Kappa
fmna frang, Club

oppa
e Extra-

Gamma
Rhomanrman, C.

ional Asusicians,
mu blie
'eaturing
baritone.
M oynip

,Ipha Psi
I Debual, Club

DAILY

ATHLETIC

BLUE JEANS

SHOES
Canvas Hightop Black Soles
Sizes 91 2 to 11

MEN and BOYS
Sanforized Zipper Fly
Sizes 28 to 34

pair $1

pair $1

SWING BLADES
Heavyweight. Good Quality

Good

Very Fine Quality
Stripes and Flora's

Quality Assorted Colors

SLIPS
Nylon or Cotton — Fine Quality
GIRLS and WOMEN

each $1

10 for 1

"STANDOUT"

MEN'S

PETTICOATS

UNDERWEAR

HANDBAGS

Swiss Ribbed Shirts
Shorts and Broadcloth

Large Assortment
Sizes and Colors

each $1

3 for $1

each $1

GIRLS' Sizes 7 to 14

Unbelievable Values
350 MONROE AVE.

each $1

GARBAGE PAIL
10 Gallon Capacity
With Lid and Pail

CANISTER SETS
FOUR PIECE
Enamel Inside and Out

NO PHONE

OR MAIL ORDER

•
•

Plenty of
Shopping

PICNIC JUGS
Vz GALLON
Keeps Hot or Cold

each $1

each $1

each $1

ICED TEA

DRESSES

RAINCOATS

GLASSES
SIX Large Jumbo Size
Decorated Glosses

6 for $1
MEN'S

SHIRTS
Long or Short Sleeve
Assorted Colors and Patterns

each $1

GIRLS and WOMEN'S
Sizes 3 to 6 Sizes 7 to 14
10 to 42

each $1

BLOUSES

each $1

SKIRTS
GIRLS and WOMEN'S
Lots of Styles and Colors

each $1

each $1

350 Monroe Avenue at Wellington
OPEN EVERY NIGHT 'TIL 9 P. M.

MEN'S and WOMEN'S
Assorted Colors

GIRLS and WOMEN'S
Many Styles and Patterns

$DOLLAR GENERAL STORES
Space

thtt
Hides

COTTON FABRIC

3 yards $1

WASH CLOTHS

I imul, Sq. Ft. Shopping
hlled With-

The '
Wade
ids of

—

"Nothing Over One Dollar"

NOTHING
OVER Si

lt

the Golden Jubilee, has already
started plans to bring his entire
choir of national
recording
fame (Swing Low Sweet Chariot.
etc.) to Memphis to appear at
the Holy Cenvocation. Other choirs
are expected to make arrange.
ments to appear at the meeting,
A special train is expected te
bring In the Washington Temple
choir, as well as delegates trona
New York, Iowa and Illinois, so
cording to Bishop Ford.
MEMPHIS MEET
At Memphis, Bishp A. B. Mtly
Ewen and Bishop J. 0. Patter.
son, host bishops, are making la
cal arrangements for the Holy
Convocation with local civic, religious and educational leaders.
A meeting to lay groundwork
plans with a Memphis committee
and the Negro Chamber of Dona
merce has been scheduled for April 9 at Pentecostal Church of God
In Christ.

DOLLAR GENERAL STORES
Come as you are and bring the whole family — Where one dollar does the work of three

Bettes,
houettes,
honorio,,

Prof. Clennen King In his antiNAACP writings 'a picture of
a group of students w I e
thought the picture was made
to go into the college yearbook. Their tour is being spew
sored by the Regional Council
of Negro Leadership of Mississippi which has launched a
$100,000 fund drive to make
sure all the students who are
denied readmittance to the college because of the walkout
protest will be able to continue their educations.

Not On

DOLLAR
GENERAL
STORES

Congested

Memphis. Teen.

Main Street

'imilmege0

A
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Lester Honor
Pupils

AY LOVVEN/A

ACKS011

CLARK

Smith.
The Red Cross drive is now of- , ed. They are: Mrs. Willie
vic•
ficially underway, with Mrs. C. T. pres.; Mrs. C. F. Banks,
.ecy.;
Cobb as city chairman and Mrs. pres.; Mrs. Mollie Moore,
secy.; Miss
U. S. Bond, county chairman.
i Mrs. S. P. Cox, ass't.
Warren, cor.'secy., Mrs.
'Last Sunday at Lincoln. High Charlene
parliamentarian, Miss
school home economics cottage Burke,
Mcall, statistician, and Mrs.
the kick-off meeting was held for
pianist.
the purpose of planning this year's F. M. Jeffers,
Joining the Bassinet Set recently
campaign.
is little Diedra Dornishes Nelson.
Attending the meeting also were
the brand-new daughter of Mr.
Mrs. Clyde Horton, executive secand Mrs. Leon Nelson.
retary of St. Franc-is County Red
Visiting us recently were Mr.
Cross drive, Prof. C. T. Cobb,
and Mrs. D. D. James (my parAtty. E. L. Butler, Atty. Harold
ents) and Mr. and Mrs. Curtis
Sharpe, and the volunteer workLewis (my sis and brother-in-law)
ers: Miss Lucille McCall, Mrs.
Little Rock.
of
A. P. Suggs, .itra. Y. M.
wishes go to
Miss Charlene Warren, Mr.:. S. E. Happy Birthday
Mrs. Veni Bond,
Cox, Mrs. M. M. Crutcher, Mrs. Rev. G. W. Pitts,
and Mrs. MayEthel Ford, Mrs. Ruth Livingston, Mrs. Mollie Moore
here for a few
(she's
Simmons
set
'Mr. and Mrs. W. N. Moorehead,
visiting her family
superintendent, and at right. , Victor Starland,
between
days
Mrs. Dorothy Edand joining her husRev. A. D. Brown, church
monds, Miss Apolis Edmonds, Miss in Oklahoma
minister.
Ellen Powell, Mrs. It. J. Christ- band in Ill.)

ISCENLA-

SAL
By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke

The Lester Elementary school
bailor roll has been released by
the office of the principal, Mrs.
Eddie 0. Rodgers.
As Spring comes in, so does en- tletoe and Moonlight" will be prePupils making the list are:
tertainment to keep one's mind sented by grade 11 with Miss L.
Grade 2-1 — Kathy Garner, Ma- from wandering off and getting Savage directing and grade 12
rietta Hale, Claudia Miller, Jac- t h e much talked about Spring will present "One Day of Grace"
with Mrs. F. M. Jahrison directquelyn McMullen, Rita Stafford, fever.
Patricia Torrence, Finite Trotter, Friday night the Lane college ing. Titles sound exciting, huh?
Janice Winfrey, Glenda Cole, Na- health building was the scene of Prizes are awarded for best plays.
In the band drive effort at Merthaniel Hardeman, Turney Lac- the Jabberwock presented by Deley, Ernest Wicks, James Spight, ta Sigma Theta sorority, 11 you ry, the Jackson chapter of the
Jessie Degranfuired and Burl missed it and are not quite sure Jack and Jill Mothers, Inc. is
Johnson.
what a Jabberwock is, it is pat- bringing to JacksDn the SensaticnGrade 2-2 — Vera Bolden, Wan- terned after the mythical charac- al Cuban Knights, singers direct
da Campbell, Wendell Campbell, ter in Lewis Carrol's book "Alice from Havana on April 2. They will
Bernice Freeman, Jesse Mitchell in Wonderland" who called to- appear at the school auditorium
gether members in his kingdom at 8 p.m. By the way, the drive
and Archie Rice,
crowned king and queen of
SUNDAY SCHOOL ROYALTY
Grade 2-3 — David Boswell, Ha- for the purpose of putting on a closes April 15. If yea haven't
the Ward Chapel AME church
— Michael Turner find Diane
rold Johnson, Jacqulyn Buckley, show. In like manner Deltas ev- made your contribution, you still
Sunday school. At left is H.
Walker, center, were recently
Rosa Jones, Ruthie Patterson and erywhere call together different or- have time to do so.
W. Armstrong, Sunday school
man, Mrs. Margaret Stewart, Mrs.
ganizations on various campuses.
Margaret Turner.
J. W. West, Mrs. T. N. Blount,
' Grade 2-4 — Robert Garrett, Ann The theme for the Jabberwock
maxing a month of youth activi- of Ebenezer will deliver the Men's Mrs. Roy Scott, and Mrs. F. M.
Sybil Banks, Edith L. Harris, Ada was ''Dream." Winning first place
ties. Rev. Dinkins is director of Day sermon. Ebenezer's choirs McClendon. The guests enjoyed
Lee Johnson, Patricia Brow n, for the best skit was Omega Psi
Education of Sunday School Pub- will sing. Miss E. Jones, Mrs. G. '
,nuts and 'coffee
Mary Sue Drudger and Virginia Phi fraternity for the presentation
lishing Board of Nashville, Tenn. Malone and Mrs. B. Hampton will
Let us all contribute to this
Smith, Mercelles Alexander Mc- of "Pre-Induction Night Mare."
He will speak at 3:15 p.m. and 730 be ia charge of the music.
worthy cause. And let's be sure to
Kinney, Charles Melvin Isom, Running a close second was the
Rev. C. at. Lee .,
p.m. Special music will be presentpas- respond the first time the worker
Patrkla Vance and Elea Bank- Lampodas Club for "A Hobo's
tor.
ed by a large chorus.
calls.
Dream" and third place went to
head.
Roscoe Partee is the general ST. STEPHEN BAPTIST
The Baptists are presently in the worship with the congregation SunDETROIT — (INS) — Boston
Lincoln High School and the Ur2-3 — Charles Taylor, Thomas Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity for
is
tale chairman, Robert Roberson
thier $25,000 drive to day, at 3 p. in. Ines'
St. Stephen membership was ban League of Little Rock will -3ruins coach Milt Schmidt said
Wiley, Brenda Rucker, Charles "In Dream Land." I don't want midst
Morcommittee,
finance
chairman
present Sunday at the installation sponsor Career Day at Lincoln Monday that Larry Regan, Bruin
Becton, Charles Hayslett, William to say that men have better acting benefit S. A. Owen Junior College. special guest of the Senior Mothers '
ris Jenkins is chairmati publicity of Antioch Baptist church's new April
I. More than 300 seniors and ^enter, is in Detroit Osteopathic
Keith, Roosevelt Terrell, Carol ability than womensbut they really Pastors and churches have pledged Board. Rev, W. M. Fields will ofAteman
Ada
Miss
and
committee
is
Elliot
Maggie
Mother
specific amounts. The drive will ficiate.
pastor, Rev. Brady Johnson. Rev. class sponsors are expected from hospital with an injured ankle
Reid, MazeIla Rooks and Irene came out on top that time.
co-chairman.
is
the
was
chairman.
program
Climaxing the
the
culinate June 1.
0. C. Criven of St. Stephen Baptist schools in the Eastern Arkansas and probably will miss the first
Watkins.
Rev. S. A. Owen is the pastor. I church installed him.
The Junior Mothers Board will
2-6 — Sandrus Grace, Mar y crowning of "Miss Jabberwock." WARD AME
Whitlow, two play - offs with the Detroit
area. Mrs. Ernestine
a
received
cathe
in
who
p.m,
Miss
4:30
at
honored
tea
a
The
give
Pew
Termed
the
"successful,"
EBENEZER BAPTIST
Sunday is Men's Day at the home guidance counselor, C. T. Cobb, Red Wings.
Cross, Donna Cotton, Carolyn Lewcollege
Lane
to
scholarship
$100
chairThe
church.
the
Sunchurch,
of
AME
feteria
Ward
at
Rally
Regan, who is the top choice
The Ebeneaer Baptist church of reverence. W. M. Yates is the principal.
is, Rita Phillips and Gayle Harand a beautiful bouquet of red day, boasts of more than 40 vis- man is Mother Louise Nichols.
will visit with Pilgrim Rest Bap- chairman. Rev. H. M. Nelson of
The Semper Fidelis club met for "rookie of the year" honors,
ris.
Brack,
Bobbie
Miss
was
roses
minthe
is
ushthe
Campbell
by
E.
sponsored
A.
Rev.
was
It
itors.
tist church, Sunday, in celebra- St. James AME church will be at the home of Mrs. Pauline Smith suffered a fractured ankle five
' 3-2 — Virginia Turner, Earnest
Mr. and Mrs. Walter ers of the church. Rev. A. D. ister.
tion of Men's Day. Rev. E. L. Slay guest speaker.
Chaffen, Charles McEwen, Hen- daughter of
recently. All officers were reelect. weeks ago
Miss Brown, the pastor, spoke instead NEW TYLER AME
Term.
Bronzeville,
of
Brack
riene Birse, Debts Gibson, Minwas
who
Brack,
sponsored
Mrs.
by
L.
H.
Rev,
speaker,
slated
the
of
Salem
New
of
Singers
Kelby
The
nie Holmes, Linda Keeley, Mary
Mildred Hay is a senior at Carver Starks. "Look On Us" was the church will provide the musical
Sue Marshall and Vivian PriolHigh school, member of student topic of his stirring sermon.
background for morning worship
slam
council a n d an accomplished
Two beautiful solos for the oc- at the New Tyler AME church,
' 3-3 — Loretta Freeman, Doris
pianist. Other contestants were casion were rendered by talented
Sur:day. The pastor, Rev. H. W.
Ann Martin, Frankie Mae Meadhioloy, Shirley Miss Loretta Bond of St. Andrew
Misses Sonia
Hennings, will preside.
ow, Mildred Phillips, Bettye Jean
Brooks, LeJune Bigby, all sen- AME church and Mrs. Julia Pews
The amiable membership invites
Price, David Collins, James R.
iors at Merry High. Miss Moloy, of Ward. Mrs. A. Matthews is the
the public to worship at its fine
Joy, Willie E. Miller and Fred daughter of Mrs. Victoria Moloy
president.
Lee Tribbitt.
who resides on Stonewall St. re- The senior choir will observe sanctuary.
' 34 — Michael Lewis, Lois Cart- ceived a $25 scholarship. Tokens
ST. JOHN BAPTIST
wright, Eliza Cunigan, Jennie Mae were presented to the other con- Friends' Day at the house of worThe St. John Baptist church of
p.m.
3
at
Harley, Shirley Jean Henderson, testants. Presentations were made ship, Sunday. A program
12506 Deadrick held Ushers' Instalfeature.
Bettye Jean Hopkins, Lucy Mae by Delta Soror Mildred flay of will be the main
lation, Sunday, at 3 p.m. The new
Knox, Gwendolyn May, Helen Brownsville, Tenn. A dance follow- COLUMBUS BAPTIST
president and secretary are Henry
Club
Community
Christian
The
Elaine McGluen, Barbara Jean ed with music by the noted Phillip
Gray and Miss Dorothy McCoy.
was
church
Baptist
Columbus
of
Mitchell, Wallace Redd, Arbra Lee Reynolds band.
Rev. L. D, McGhee, the pastor.
host to the Pearlie Gates a n d installed the officers and delivered
Williams, Willie Scales. George
NOTED DRAMA PRESENTED
1 large can tuna fish, drainYes Madame,
churches,
Baptist
Grove
Union
Hardeman, Willie Lee Lenoir, HaSift together the first four inthe sermon.
The Lane college players under
ed
Sunday, at 3 p.m. The club is workrold Miller, Waste Flakes, TalCasserole dishes have always
regular day of service *ill be
A
the direction of Mrs. M. Glass
gredients.
Add butter, mix with
its
of
one
realize
to
deligently
ing
Pearl
Mattie
and
Williams
!rodeo
held at the church Sunday.
Melt butter, add green pepper
Musgrove presented "Antigone"
been popular with t h e housebest Pastor's Appreciation Days,
Harley.
fork; add liquided and make
BAPTIST
to a very appreciative audience
METROPOLITAN
wife because they need little
and onion and cook until soft.
' 3-5 — Cleotha Chatman, John- two nights, Monday and Tuesday Rev. Saddle of Union Grove delivsoft dough. Turn out on flourCharles L. Dinkins, A. D.,
Add flour a n d stir until well
attention after being placed in
nie Clay, Willie L. Watson, James in the Lane college Health build- ered the principal address. Mrs. Rev,
Metropoled board and toss lightly until
the
at
speak
will
B. D.,
Alexander, Mary Cunningham. Es- ing. This well known Greek drama Louise Wright is the president.
the
salt,
Add
Most
d
d
a
oven.
casserole
milk
blended.
dishSunday, clioutside looks smooth. Roll out
Eastern Star Baptist church will itan Baptist church,
tella Harris, Ophella Jones, Mar- was produced in modern dress by
slowly, stirring constantly unes e a n be
prepared earlier
Vs inch thick and sprinkle with
lene Parham, Lena Turner and a different cast both nights. Retil thick and smooth. Bring to
and baked Just before meal
Shirley Webb.
boll and boil 2 minute'. Add regrated cheese and chopped piports from each night find it very
time.
' 3-6 — Harriet Ann Buckley, difficult to determine which cast
maining ingredients. Pour into
mento. Roll up like jelly roll.
Turd Fish Pie with cheese
Sharon Goodwin, Gloria Parker put on the better performance; so
large baking dish a n d cover
With a sharp knife cut in eight
'and Harold Page.
with Jack Sprat Cheese Rolls.
Roll crust is especially popular
from all indications they both were
slices. Flatten slightly a n d
4-1 — Sammy G. Beene, Wary superb.
during the Lenten Season.
JACK SPRAT CHEESE ROLLS
B. Cotton, Frank 'McCright, jr.,
place on top of baking dish.
W. H. Bailey who resides on
Its cups Jack Sprat Hoar
Carolyn E. Boyland, Carolyn L. Hale at. has returned from sev44 cup sliced pepper
Bake in oven 450 degrees F foe
3 tsp. baking powder
Hunter, Cheryle L. Means and Kit- eral days meeting at the national
2 slices onion
30 mlnutes—serves 8. So good
ti tsp. salt
ty J. Williams.
office of the Atlanta Life Insur2 tabsp. butter
with green vegetables and fresh
3 tbsp. butter or Veg. short' 4-2 — George Bolden, Willie ance co. in Atlanta, Ga. Bailey
6 tabsp. Jack Sprat Flour
fruit salad.
Moss, Carolyn Campbell, Melvena is the district manager of the
ening
1 tabs". lemon juice
Conner and Evelyn Carnes.
54 cup milk
Atlanta Life Insurance co. in JackJANA C. P0111111
Bye for now,
' 4-3 — Carl Grant, Robert Moore, son.
1 cup grated cheese
2
to tsp. salt
Jana Porter
Mrs. Georgia Adkins was the
Hobert Penelton, Eddie Scott, Ron2 pimentoes (chopped)
3 cups milk
aid Taylor. Ellene R. McKinney, lovely hostess to the last meeting
Gwendolyn Porter, Blaine Turner of the Criterion Bridge club in
her home on Pine St Beautiful
and Ruby Bernice Warr.
4-4 — Ora Malone, Joyce Wit,1 cut flowers created the on coming
spring atmosphere even though it
hams and Sam Owens,
4-5 — Edwin Allen, it utheri was an exceptionally cold night.
Boyce, Crystal Bynum, Samuel i Members enjoyed delicious barbeCaviness, Billie Gunn, Carolyn , cued chicken, slaw, cheese sandMartin, Sandra Perry, Arnold J. wiches, corn-light bread, hot
spiced tea and cake. Capturing
Price and L. C. Ray.
5-1 — Margie Blakemore, Fran- first prize for progressive bridge
kie Fletcher, LaAlma Brown, Wil- was Miss Royal E. Cunningham
ma William, Diane Adams, Nell and believe it or not, your scribe
Ransom, Deanna Cunningham, came up from winning the booby
Carl Johnson, Carl Campbell, Jo- last time to second place. The
seph Pegues and Earl Matthews. booby went to Mrs. Cyril Porter.
5-2 — Lenora Brinson, Patricia I DAY A SUCCESS
BUTTER BAKED CHICKEN AND GRAVY
Conner, Mary Harris, Shirley Hill, The annual Women's day at St.
Forrestine Ivory, Dorothy Jack- Paul CME church is reported to
••••
••••••••••••••••••
son, Tommy Jones, Myrtle Mays, have been a great success. In admany
of
presence
the
to
dition
Willetta McNeal, Frances Mitch;
were also
ell, Buddie Taylor, Queen Terry, church members, friends
11 o'clock service,
Michael Starks and Larry Webb. present at the
to hear Mrs.
5-3 — Barbara Brown, vaierie !Sunday, March 10
Drain, wife of Res.. R. L.
Walls, Sandra Mathis and Jimmy Ozille
-,Drain who is noted for her church
Goodwin.
as speaking ability.
5-4 — Eleanor Banks, Lortha work as well
•
PET MILK HOME ECONOMIST •
Topping group repots were MesBrown. Lucille Jordan, Nettie JorEssie
M.
••••••••••••••••••••••
dan, Barbara Lewis, Matilda dame's
Meriwether'
Perry and Nannie Robinson. The
Moore, Sandra Owens, Sandra Wit-'
total raised by thirty groups was
Doesn't it seem like there are • Evaporated allik — the milk that
lis, Jeanette Willis, Herman WilAna aa
much richer ,
Hams, Andrew Wood and Richard
foods you could serve every makes gravies so
some
! LOOKING FORWARD
than ordinary milk could. A n
Jones.
never
would
family
your
I Don't forget the NIGHT OF day and
gravy made this way — with Pet
6-1 — Ethel Patterson, Willie,
PLAYS at Merry High school on get tired of them? One of those Milk and soup — cooks right in
Jean Jackson, Alexander Lenoir,
Friday, March 29 at 8 p.m. Grade favorites at our house is chick- the pan while the chicken bakes.
Dorothy Hill, and Annie Rean
nine will present "Paul Wrecks
en and gravy, and since I've start- The chicken adds flavor to the
len.
the Car" under the direction of
Evaporated gravy, too, and when you take
6-2 — Thomas Bethany Merle
Mrs M I Womack Grate 10 will ed using my new Pet
the pan from the oven, they're
Jones, Cornelius Freeman, Bea' pres'ent. "Love Hit
s Vtaltiue" di- Milk recipe for BUTTER BAKED both ready to serve!
'
thee Bounds, Doris Harrier. Alger- rected by Mrs. E. Ramey. "Mis- CHICKEN AND GRAVY, it's beNext time you want to treat
ine Love, Luella McCray, Melrita
come more popular than ever.
to a really special
McCright, I'atsy Neal, Veva Parr,
That's not surprising, though, your family
you'll try this wonEloise Partee, Linda Ware and
because Butter Baked Chicken meal, I hope
derful new recipe for BUTTER
Starleen Williams.
and Gravy IS delicious — the
AND GRAVY
6-3 — Marilyn Duncan, Barbara
chicken golden-brown and but- BAKED CHICKEN
family will like It,
Terry, Rosetta McKinney, Hannah
tery on the outside, tender and I know YOUR,
Caviness, Cordelia Porter, Quincy
juicy on the inside. . .the gravy too!
chicken (about
McDonald, Freddie Flake, Robert
chockful of rich chicken flavor. 1 cup-up frying
lbs.
Branch.
There's a secret behind that good
1 1-4 cups Pet Evaporated MR
6-4 — Yvonne Bailey, Eva DurJohn Kasper, segregationist, gravy!
flour
rett, Charles Green, Dorothy John- went to Knoxville, Tenn. last week
You see, it's made with canned 1 cup
son, Anite Jones, Norman Taylor for the funeral of segregationist cream of chicken soup and Pet l'a teaspoons salt
1-8 teaspoon pepper
and Howard Wrister,
John Gates, and was promptly ar1-4 cup butter or margarine
rested by three deputy marshals.
1 can cream of chicken soap
He had been out of the JurisYoung Farmers
1-4 cup water
diction of the Knoxville court.
2
1
Dip pieces of chicken into /
GREENSBORO, N. C. — The making speeches in Florida f 0 r
cup of the milk. Then roll chicken
national president of the N e w sometime, urtil he decided to pay
pieces in a mixture of the flour,
Farmers of America has proclaim- his respects to the deceased
salt and pepper. Melt butter in
ed April 1-7, as National N. F. A. Gates.
a 13x9x2-in. pan in--a. 425 oven
Kasper when arrested at t h e
Week. Marvin Rountree, E 1 m
Producer William F. Broidy last t very hot). Put chicken, skin side
City, N. C., a freshman student Gates home "on a tip was at
in agricultural engineering at A. liberty under $10.000 bond pending week signed the Lester Horton down, into melted butter in pan.
and T. college, issued the an- an appeal on charges of conspir- Dancers to appear in "Calypso and pour around the pieces a mixnouncement early this week No- ing to interfere with integration at Joe," Herb Jeffries starrer which ture of the soup, 3-4 cup milk and
%nether gala a n it very enjoyable Big Star Food Stores Talent popular show, just eentaet Station wmA.
The program PCS on
tice was also given that Friday, Clinton High school.
rolls for Allied Artist He also set the water. Bake 30 min. longer,
ihow was presented on 50,000 watt. WDIA, as the capable young the air every Saturday at 11:30 direct from
the studio of WDIA
until
or
tender
is
drumstick
when
April 5 has been set aside as NaLord Flea, singer and his recordstars pictured above gave fine performances. Every. Saturday at 2074 Union ave. The genial A.
C. Williams le Master of Cere•
Approximately 2.500 companies ing group; Duke of Iron guitarist pierced with a fork. Put chicken
tional NFA Day.
morning at 11:30 is opportunity time as young talent from all monies. Pictured above are: left to
right—Clyde Esther Joiner,
—
in the U. S. rely chiefly on door- and singer, and Lady T., dancer pieces on hot plates. Stir gravy
ever Memphis and the Mid South shows Rs potential as the big Joaephine Williams, Anna Savage. 2nd
row, John Runtyn, Gwen
chicken.
Americans spend about $300 mil- I to-door selling to distribute their and singer Edward Doin will di- well and serve with
stars
tomorrow.
of
would
you
If
audition-tryout
an
like
for
this
Edwards,
Isaac
i
Craiern, in front Sandra Melon,
I products.
Makes 4 servings.
lion per year for eye care.
I rect the film.

7ruin Center
To Miss First
Two Play-Offs

of

CASH FOOD STORES

Homemakers Want

QUALITY STAMPS
BIG STAR Will Continue To Give
QUALITY STAMPS

••
Recipe of the Week •••
6tcee,ed9todte,

•
•

With Every 10c Purchase You Make

It just makes good sense
to keep on enjoying the
ADDED SAVINGS
Quality Stamps brings
you to the tune of
BEAUTIFUL GIFTS for
yourself, family and home.

You will have AMPLE
OPPORTUNITY to
redeem every single
book of Quality
Stamps you hold
for the gifts you
desire.

Shop Big Star For ALL Your Needs
For Family and Home
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Booker T. Washington, Douglas, Porter and Manassas Send Top Notch Talent To
BIG STAR SHOW

Kasper Returns,

Arrested Again

Herb Jeffries
Starrer Socko

If

6(
di
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Marketing Clinic Takes
Negro-Market Inventory.
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LOTTIE MAE MITCHELL, 8year-old daughter of Mrs. Geneva Mitchell, of 1318 Florida
at., and a pupil at Kansas
Street school, isn't a bit afraid
of Rosebuddy, pet skunk of the
Meniphis Museum. In fact, she
looks as she might like to have
the museum mascot as her
own. In second photo Dr. W.
W. Gibson, chairman of the
natural science department at
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LeMoyne college, talks to a
large g roup of interested
youngsters on "Animals and
Plants of the Woodland." The
talk was in the LeMoyne Pm•
nasium in Bruce hall and at
terwards the youngsters enjoyed a Walt Disney movie,
"Nature's Half Acre," in the
Lecture Room on the LeMoyne
campus. Dr. Gibson was pre•
seeted by Rea Wilkinson, di•

rector of nature activities of
tho museum. Also participating was Mrs. Ruth ('. Bush,
museum director. Mrs. Bush
said "interest of the children
has been wonderful." The children's program, sponsored by
the Memphis Museum of the
Park Commission, is held everr fourth Saturday at 10:30
a.m, in the LeMoyne college

Tenn. State Students Urged: Be
Ready For Inevitable Change
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By MABEL B. CROOKS
PRIZED POSSESSIONS
sal market. I admonish you to
NASHVILLE — 'Change is in-r "Your most prized possessions chart your courses studiously and
.liftable; progress is the will of
are your God-given abilities," Chi- I well," he continued.
God. .
challenge you to be
Said A. Maceo Walker, presiready," Dr. John W. Davis told a cago's C. Rodger Wilson, super- dent, Universal Life Insurance
•
capacity audience last week at visor, service office, Illinois State Company, Memphis, Tenn., who
Tennessee State university.
Employment Services and nation- was speaker for the faculty-con.
Cooperatively sponsored with al president, Kappa Alpha Psi fra- sultant dinner session, "We are
the National Urban League and its ternity, keynote speaker told the looking for men who are willing
locals, this was the university's' conference. "Improved by training, to pay the price in study and solsixth in a series of career confer- orientated by social refinement, id work experience...In any progences designed to assist students and motivated by the necessity for ress, we must be willing to pay
in developing the necesary per- material well-being, abilities of a the price . . .the price for progsonal, technical and professional kind and a quality find a miniver- iress."
skills essential for careers in commerce and industry, government
and the professions, and to help
them gain a clearer understanding of labor relations in these careers.
The Urban League has been a
By J. W. EANES
prime factor in each of these conto bear in mind. In order to be
A man walked into our social considered "total," your disabilferences. William V. Harper, the
university's coordinator of indus- security district office the other ity must meet the rather strict
day and said, "I understand that requirements of the social securtrial relations, is the director.
PRAISED BY SLNIORS
you people will start paying dis- ity law. The fact that you may
"This was the best yet," said ability insurance benefits in July. he receiving disability payments
seniors, many of whom had been I'm 55, insured under social se- for "total disability" from anoth
Involved in three of the career curity and was unable to work er government agency, from a
conferences. "Charting the Course" for a while last year because I private insurance company, or unwas injured. Do I have some pay- der a company disability retireAkwas the general theme.
ment system will not necessarily
111, Freshmen and sophomores had ments coming to me?"
NEWSPAPERMAN
M. W.
president, Dr. Walter S. DaNo, he is not eligible for disa- mean that you will be considerthree class group sessions built
Day, center, congratulates
vis, on the excellence of the
around decisions for a career and bility insurance benefits. He was ed disabled for benefit payments
Tennessee State university's
Sixth Career conference folchoosing a vocation respectively; temporarily disabled last year, under the social security insurlowing the closing session adwhile the junior-senior group went and because of it was out work for ance program.
And there is this to remember,
into three discussion periods of some months. He isn't disabled
specific specialized fields. There now. There are no social secur- too. To be eligible to get disabilC
were also individual conferences ity insurance payments for tem- ity payments at age 50, or to be
eligible to have your social se•
•
Whore job interviews were held. porary disability.
curity earnings record protected
The venerable Dr. Davis, talent MEDICAL EVIDENCE
At the 1957 Annual Meeting of: communities in which it operates.
if you are under 50, you must the
study director of the Phelps
North Carolina Mutual Life InNeither are disability benefits
As evidenced by the gains set
Stokes Fund, New York City, was payable to a woman who wrote meet certain work requirements surance co., W. J. Kennedy, jr., forth in the report of 1956
operaalong with 131 consultants from to us last week. She said, -"I'm I'll explain this in the next ar- reported that 1956 was another tions, the company maintained its
large and small firms, govern- a saleslad y in a children's spe- ticle of this series
good year for the company.
rank among the first 150 major
ment, and the professions who par- cialty shop. It's hard work, climb' Total life insurance in force life insurance companies in Amerticipated in the three-day meet. As ing up and down ladders and beica.
At the beginning of the year
reached a new high of 8233,113,305
closing session speaker, he gave 'ing on my feet all day. My doeand admitted assets increased to 1956 there were over 11,000 life
Col.
the significance of the conference. tor says I've got to stop and take
companies operating in the U. S.
$54,001,032.83, also a new high.
picturing for students the 42,000 a lighter job, but as I'm past 50,
The popularity of the company's of America.
job categories from which they I think I'll quit work altogether 1
It will be the aim of all direcpolicy contracts and the outstandmay choose and prepare to enter, and apply for disability insar•
ing performance of its field force tors, officers and employees of
"But, you have got to have a ance."
are reflected in the fact that 136,- North Carolina Mutual, the South's
kill that you can sell," he said.
Well, she's not totally disabled
872 new policies were delivered major non-stock life company, to
n re-emphasizing the importance for work. There ore some types
Philander Smith college recent- during 1956. It is of great signifi- maintain throughout 1957 and the
of education, training and other of work she can do. There are no ly received a gift of approximatecance that a large number of these years ahead, a high standardo
attributes which mustbe possessed social security insurance payments ly $1,900, President H. LaFayette
new policies were purchased by service to its policyholders and
in order to maintain a place in for partial disability.
Harris, has announced.
persons who already had insur- the communities in which it opthe world of today and tomorrow, To be eligible for disability inThe gift was made by Colonel ance coverage with the company. erates.
he pointed out that regardless of surance payments under the so- T. 14. Barton of El Dorado, Ark.,
MUTUAL OFFICERS
what we hear, and what many peo- cial security law you must sub- in the sum of 50 shares of com- 1956 PAYMENTS
During the year 1956 six memDuring 1956 payments to policy- bers of the other
ple think, integration is coming mit medical evidence showing mon stock of the Monsanto
administrative
. . .America is not going back- that (1) you have a physical or Chemical company. In his letter, holders and beneficiaries amount- staff of the company were proward. . .In all of this confusion mental condition so serious that Colonel Barton specifies that it is ed to $4,438,582.93, including $561,- ,noted to members of the official
and strife, the question is whether it prevents you from doing any irrevccable, and represents a con- 120.89 in dividends on policies in staff. At the 1957 annual meeting
or not we are going to lose this work, and (2) your disability has tribution to the college to he used force; bringing total payments un- the following officers were reelectdemocracy . . America is not go- lasted at least six months and is as the board of trustees desires. der policy contracts since organ- ed:
ing to lose. . .she is going for- expected to continue for a long
In acknowledgement of the gift, ization in 1898 to $57,888,243 08.
W. J. Kennedy. Jr., president;
Most of the Company's mortgage J. W. Goodloe, vice president and
ward. You must prepare for the time or indefinitely,
Dr. Harris expressed grateful apchange which will evolve in the STRICT REQUIREMENTS
preciation for the long interest investments during 1956 went into secretary; E. R. Merrick, viceAnd here's an important thing whien Colonel Barton has shown single family residential units in president and treasurer; Clyde
new world."
in the field of Higher Education keeping with its program of en- Donnell, M. D., vice president and
through the Bar ton Founda- couraging home ownership in the medical director; D. C. Deans,
tion. He also expressed gratitude
for the interest which Colonel Barton has taken in the work of Philander Smith college fur more than
10 years. Among his prior gifts
are annual contributions to t h e
Emergency Student Fund at
The Veterans Benefit, Inc., 860
Mr. Wheeler was separated from
Christmas, and $5,000 tow a rd
equipping the new science hall. 1 Vance, reported last week that its government service after t e n
The president gave assurance of intervention into the firing of Dan years, charged with disobedience,
a kern sense of stewardsh;p re- Wheeler, of 2830 Park ave., from insubordination and showing a
sponsibility in keeping with t h e , Veterans hospital No. 88, has re- disrespectful attitude toward his
spirit in which Colonel Barton sulted in the man's being restor- superiors.
The hospital administration reced to duty.
made the gift.
ommended separation and loss of
VISIT
all government benefits. In a hearing last September the hospital
Furniture
was upheld.
(Memphis first and only Sample
Then Atty. James F. Estee,
and Appliance Store.)
The following persons passed: residence, 772 Edith, last week; founder and counselor for Veterans Benefit, entered an appeal for
MRS. BLANCH M. BRISCOE, at MR. IDA WALKER, at E. H.
Crump hospital, March 17; MRS. Crump Memorial hospital, March Mr. Wheeler.
Mr. Wheeler was restored to his
LEORA DORTCH, at John Gas- 21.
ton hospital, Mar. 17; ROBERT
ROBERT LOGAN, at res. 1765 position and all government beneLEE BELEM, at Gulfport, Miss., Marble avenue, March 20; BEN- fits restored retroactive from the
last week; MATTHEW (MACK) NIE MASSEY, at E. H. Crump date of separation.
CAMPBELL, at E. H. Crump hos- hospital, Mar. 18; MRS. KATHERpital, Mar. 17; MRS. MOLLIE AL- INE SMITH, last week, MRS. MRS. CARRIE
JONES, at resiEXANDER, at residence, 1006 MARY TATUM, at residence, 940 dence, 2600
Carnes ave. March 19
Miss. blvd., March 21.
Speed, March 16; ROBERT 'BOB' ISAIAH BALLARD, at residence,
MRS. BILL HUNTER, at resi- TUCKER, at John Gaston hospi- 525 Buntyn it.,
Complete line of furniture, Televisions
March 16; WILdence, 1648 MeMiller, March 21: tal, March 20,
LIAM GOODLOE, at residence,
and Appliances
MRS. SALLY ANN JOHNSON, at
WINSTON ALLEN, in St. Lou- 336 W Dixon ave. March
17; MRS.
residence, Somerville, Tenn, list is, Mo., March 18; MRS. MARY WILLIE
HARPER, at residence,
week. MRS. MAGGIE LUCAS, at LEE CUNNINGHAM, March 18; Mason, Tenn.
March 13.

Disability Must Meet
Stiff S. S. Requirements

NASHVILLE — Sonic 50 sales, broad expanse
of commodities N41advertising and public relations gro choice
seems to follow Dela
representatives attending Tennes- same patterns of
interest which
see State university's fourth an. characterizes
the population a t
nual ma rkting clinic for two days large."
last week scrutinized the "1957 InDr H. Nalor Fitzhugh, protein
ventory of the Negro Market."
sor of marketing, Howard univerThe clinic, sponsored jointly by sity, reviewed literature dealing
the university and the National with marketing in his speech
on
Association of Market Developers, "Market Headlines". Leroy
Jeffinc., was conceived to enhance the ries, mid-western advertising
Mine
professional development of per- ager, Johnson Publications,
Chicasonnel on the job engaged in spe- go. reviewed research in
his precial market Operations. William V. sentation, "Marketing Case
H I sHarper, the university's coordina- tories". Other speakers
included
tor of industrial relations, is clinic Dr W. 0. Bryson, head,
economs
director,
ics and business department. MorLewis R Holland, business ad- gan State college, Baltimore, Md..
ministration department h e a d; and Edward Davis, president, Dailltt Mrs. M. Clay Pinkston, bus- vis Motor Sales, Detroit,
Mich.,
iness education department head, who was NAMD Awards Dinner
assist with the program. Business speaker.
students attend using the sessions
S. B. Fuller, president. Fuller
for observation and laboratory Products company,
Chicago,
purposes.
was cited "Business Man of the
auditorium, for youngsters
Year";
Four
and
clinic
the
sessions
late
and
W. 0. Yarfive spe14. The program is designed to
cialized groups meeting four times brough of Raleigh, N. C., was cited
foster an appreciation of nature
each
(posthumously)
provided
for
"Salesman
of the
participants
on.
and the wonders of the world.
portuntly to hear and consult with , Year" at the NAMD Awards DinOn Saturday, April 27, Ray•
individuals whose national repu- ner. President Joseph F. Albright
mond F. Gray, director of the
tation makes them as individuals made the presentations with
Overton Park Zoo, will speak
who are or have been successful liam J. Spraggins of Fuller Prodon "Who's Who at the Zoo"
workers in market prctrams di- ucts receiving for Mr. Fuller, and
and a 1110% IP of the mime title
rected toward the Negro commu- Mrs. Yarbrough receiving the honwill be shown. tNewson l'hoor for her husband.
nity.
tos)
During the one-day conventiori
"Research is sorely lacking and
there are few guideposts for gen- of NAMD which tot/owed the clineralizing Negro market behavior," ic, Joseph F. Albright of Ilannsaid Dr. Herman Long, sociologist ville was re-elected president. Othwho heads the Race Relations er officers are Wylie Whisonant.
Department of the American Mis- New York City, first vice fired.
sionary Association at Fisk uni- dent; Leroy Jeffries, Chicago, Ill..
versity. His was considered by second vice president; Lounnear
many one of the most emcom-4 Pemberton, Dayton, Ohio, secretary; Frank Dee, New York City,
passing of the major speeches.
"There does not seem to be any assistant secretary; William Na.
central motive or characteristic," hors, Memphis, treasurer; Jessie
he said in his discussion of pat- Lewis, Birmingham, Ala., assists
t oardmem
treasurer
terns in the Negro market, "in anB
hers include Moss
spite of the potentials of displaced
aggression and group nationalism Kendrix. Washington, D. C., chairs
which segregation and discrimina- man; Samuel Whiteman, Chartion have imposed upon Negro lope, N. ('.; Wendell Alston, New
group experiences. Nevertheless, York City; Norman E. Jones,
there are some narrow distortions , Tampa, Fla.; Ramon, Detroit,
of interest and choice which are
Consultants for the National Aerevealed in the market of certain Miel
special commodities — particu- sociation of Market Developers.
larly those in the cosmetic field. Inc., are Dr. H. Naylor Fitzhugh,
Washington, D. C.; Dr. Willie=
'But even these apply only to L. Crump,
Nashville, Tenn.; and
a limited range of what might be William
. V. Harper, Nashville, Tee.
o.
termed 'Negro interest.' In the
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SPECIAL NOTICE

MARCH, 1957
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
TIM,
1500- 11:50
11130- 9:00
6:00- 9:00
9:00-11:00
11110-11700
11:00-11:01
/11075- 1:DO
11110- 5110
310. $05
5:05- 5:55
5:S5

dress by Dr. Jobe W. Darts
(right) of the Phelps • Stokes
Fund, New York City.

PROGRAM

1895 LAMAR

VIM RR

WDIA
of Cerea- Joiner
of

tn. Gwen

PH. BR. 5-3320

R. L. WeRvet
Munky Derr
Gertrude PaNersie
R L. Wearer
Gordon
Chester McDowell
Hunk? Dery
Gordo.
Dwk "Cane' DOW
Can• Cole

SUNDAY

jr., vice president and agency
director; A. T. Spaulding, vice
president and actuary, controller;
Mrs. B. A. J. Whitted, assistant
treasurer and cashier; Aaron Day,
jr., assistant secretary; C. C.
Spaulding, counsel; Mrs. V. G.
Turner, assistant treasurer; N. 11,
Bennett, associate actuary and
assistant secretary; J. J. Ilenderson, assistant treasurer; W. A.
Clement, CLU, associate agency
director; M. A. Sloan, CLU, associate agency director; B. W.
Kennedy, assistant secretary and
claim supervisor; R. C. Foreman,
assistant controller; L. B. Frasier,
agency secretary; L. B. Porter,
assistant actuary; R. C. W.
Perry, assistant controller and W.
J. Kennedy, III, assistant vice president.

5:00- 700
7:00- 7:30
7:311- MOO
15:00- 3:10
1130- 11:45
11:45- SOO
9:00- 5.30
9:30-1000
10:00-toss
10:30-11U0
11,00. 1:30
130- 2:00
2:00- 3:00
3:00- 4700
4:00- 5:00
5:00- 5:30
5130- 5:55
5:55- COO

swn On-1110rptual
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RP, W. Herbert Brewster
Sotrolual Moment.
Oral Roberts Hoehn. Waters
Jordan Wonder,
Spalteat Sunbeam*
Proyid•nce Ilatstist Church
Christian 141lowsh1t. Church
Sou'hens Wender.
Rey Lockhart
OK Ut Parad•
Merl Th. Lu.d.r
Platter Party
i Shop ItIslIssen
Roy. Brewster
Orchid. To Yoe
OK Hit Parad•
Prayer Fey Pwee-15.9n Off

C. L. Mower
Studio
R. L. Weaver
R L
R. L. Weaver
R L.
Remota
Remota
R L. Weaver
Remote
Can• Colo
Can• Col•
C•n• Cele
Remota
Rentet•
I Ft Gerdes
Cane Cole

Listen for Whiner'', Weekly WHALE OF A WV
Advertised on WLOK, and available at

WHITTEN BROS. HARDWARE
2909 Park Ave.
GL. 2-6268

549 S. HighlaRd
FA. 4-5506

Veterans Benefit Gets
Job Back For Wheeler

These Passed On

FURNITURE CO.

ANNOUI40111,

Sum On—Owwl Prase.
Nunes Dory Show
Gertrude'. Neu.
Southern Wonder,
R•y. I. H. Gerdes
N.W.
Hunks Dory Show
Rey. I M. Gordon
H.
Can• Cole Club
Pr•yer For Peace—Seen Ott

If you can pay cash you can save up to
60% by purchasing floor samples bought
directly from factories all over America.

SAMPLE

Now 1480 Kee,
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Mutual Reports 1956 As Good Year

To
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2-Po. FOAM
RUBBER LIVING $
ROOM SUITE

95
19

Never Before Af This Low Price ...Compere at $191.91
By famous manufacturer ... quality, luxurious pieces, beautifully tailored. Wick
choice of beautiful Nylon covers, end colors. See this bargain today.

DISCOUNTS UP TO 50%

sew Living Room, Bedroom, Dining Resin, and oswealetwa Irisenttem

JOELFurnitureCo.
A339 Jackson Aye.

FA 74205

Open Mitts 'TN 9:00
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The GRAPEVINE In Ghana

,,411,119VIEL,RN
CORNIER

Here's The Lowdown On The Flubs
And Snubs That Marred Celebration

Br ITV?, cuMlire.
Depr Mine, Chante: I was inDear Mme. Chante: I am a
formed by one of my friends here Jamaican woman. Height 5 feet,
in Jamaica of your pen club and 6 inches, complexion dark, age
was given the address to write 27, weight, 160 lbs, faith, Baptist.
you. I am 21 years of age. I seek I would be glad to correspond
a young lady as a pen pal. My with an American lady or gentlehobby is reading. Specialize in man. One who is very kind and
detecave stories and scenery.
By ETHEL PAYNE
loving and a profound Christian.
Syhli L. Ball, 5 Fourth St. I am a dressmaker and a good
Greenwich Town, Whitfield Town, laundress. Sedonia Clark,
18
poc-coe. WILL. See
P. 0. Kingston, Jamaica, B. W. I. Charles st., Kingston, Jamaica,
The Ghana story has not been
Backtracking a little to play
qou Row ... m‘s1'€.2 sPIARACS
e ••
B. W. I.
completed. It goes on and on.
of the real
some
here's
catch
up,
•
•
•
Dear Mine. Chante: I am a man
In fact if you stay around long
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a law down on Ghana.
34 years o.d, 5 feet, 8 inches tall,
enough you'll get the craze and
with
show
ran
the
The British
weigh 135 lbs., light brown com- young girl, age 25 who would like
soon find yourself among the "bin 40
Prime
of
approval
complete
the
plexion, black hair and hazel eyes. to correspond with men between
to's"—those who have been to the
turned
who
Nkrumah
Minister
United States!
I would like to hear from some the ages of 30 and 40. I am willing
nice lady between 22 and 34 years to exchange photos. Would like over to them all of the arrangeThe government appropriated
cereindependence
the
ments
for
work
for
of age. Color doesn't matter. one who is willing to
LI
/
600,000 pounds for the independmonies.
things
in
life
and
enjoy
2tter. the best
Please send photo in first 1,
ence celebrations. The AmbassaHalf of the "flubs" and the
I will answer all letters and ex- every minute of it. I am interdor hotel rushed to completion for
knew
never
ested
in
marriage
and
my
hobby
Nkrumah
Spears,
"snubs"
change photos. Arthur
independence and which is as
other
with
is
kindness.
Estelle
Holm,
24
too
busy
was
about.
He
516,
Chicago
3500 Ellis ave., apt.
fabulous as any in the U. S. cost
Chancery Lane, Kingston Jamaica. details, writing speeches and deal15, Ill.
a reputed nine million.
*• *
ing with a live«
The British say "Look what we
troublesome
Dear
Mme.
Chante:
I
would
ly
have
Dear Mme. Chante: I
did for them. They couldn't have
that
opposition
like
to
become
a
member
of
your
been a reader of your column for
done it by themselves." But look
already has its
quite sometime and I think it is pen-pal club, as I am very keen
what the British also did for the
preback
up,
on
it.
I
want
a
real
lady
pal.
years
tops. I am a young girl 18
British!
give
to
I
am
40
years
old,
5
feet,
9
paring
inches
hear
from
old. So I would like to
Biggest landlords in Accra are
him a tough row
young men everywhere, including tall and a Jamaican from the
the Syrians who build scores of
to hoe.
service men. I am 4 feet, 11 in- British West Indies. A good
houses and then rent them out
VRANK-THe
.p1
However, some
-“Ae 11,12E.E. PlICHERS
PIT) %toil
ches tall; 5 feet, 2 inches in heels, church goer. I like sports and
by the year at fabulous prices.
of the blame for
WATE.12••.
114 BEV LIKE. I "COLD
Al'
weigh 110, light tan complexion. family life and possess a wide
Ameri1 * 1
I have been told that I am fairly knowledge of fraternal bodies. the stranding of so many
%MU
(
lute. I like baseball, basketball Humphrey Smart, L. F. C. Inc., cans is because they failed to
channels
in
proper
through
clear
and football, reading, writing and Box 1285, Tavares, Fla.
•••
time enough to make the necesI love to receive mail. Will exarrangements for housing,
sary
Dear
Mme.
Chante:
In
reading
change pictures with whomever
situation in
writes. All men must have mar- your lovelorn column, I find you a difficult enough
•
Man to watch in Ghana is Opriage in mind because I hope to have helped many in finding hap- Ghana even in normal times.
British
position leader, Busia.
piness
through
companionship.
P
the
British,
It is very true that
get married some day. Would
educated, he speaks with a smooth
prefer men between the ages of hope you can or will help me disgruntled and plainly scared
flawless Oxford accent and is refind
a
good
wife
between
the
ages
all
business,
did
the
whole
over
19 and 25. Thelma G. Bowden,
garded as a heavy intellectual.
of thirty and forty years old. I they could to cause embarrassP. 0. Box 242, Fulton, Ky.
Observers say if he really setwant a sober minded and home ment. For example, the seating
•••
tles down to learning politics, he
loving lady, not a working lady. arrangements at the state dinner
Dear Mme. Chante: I often read
may give Nkrumah some real
I want a companion that would in which the representative from
your column and I do think it is
trouble. Busia is a school teacher
like to go out of town for a few Red China was seated at the head
a wonderful thing that loneiy peoand a sociologist.
ple have some one to confide in. days once in a while. My work table along with the Russian deleHe got a big boost when Vice
takes
me
in
and
out
of
town.
a
the
Colongate;
situation
which
I have wanted to write you so
President Nixon praised his analyMural
Wilson,
1060
Adam
Street,
knew
was
sure
kick
up
ial
to
boys
many times, but was ashamed. My
sis of colonialism on the floor of
a row, by taking the spotlight off
loneliness has driven me to lay Gary, Ind.
Parliament as the wisest interprewith
Nixon
and
leaving
Nkrumah
any pride aside and appeal to you
tation he had ever heard and sugDear Mme. Chante: I am a a shady impression of running
for help. I am a very lonely man
gested it would be well to print
On at least two occasions dur- formal affairs unless they are of
the hair. Biggest gripe the Brit- pus over protocol. The official
44 years of age, 5 feet, 9 inches, Jamaican by birth, 27 years old, with the Reds.
copies of it and distribute them
Some British correspondents ish had at Ghana was the Ameri- word was to let the British have ing independence observance, state importance. However, since
169 lbs, brown skin. I am not fair complexion, height 5 feet, 6
widely.
good looking, but am neat and inches, weighing 160 lbs. After said it was a cruiruny trick to can press corps. The very size it because it was their show Erica sat in with Nkrumah along Erica's return from home leave
polishes his phrasclean. I live a normal life am leaving school, I learned printing take the Duchess of Kent out of of it was appalling, sixty and (their swan song somebody quip- with his two closest cronies and in England, the report is this While Bush
es, Nkrumah, the "Show Boy" deped) hence the reason why every- cabinet members, Kojo Botsio and friendship has cooled.
kind and I like to go to church. and was attached to the leading mothballs and send her to Ghana more.
liberately speaks in the broken
The first contingent arrived on thing was so vague about his ar- K. B. Gbedemah. Erica went on
I would like to correspond with newspaper company on the Island, instead of somebody more directShowiest office building in Afria vacation cruise with him. En- ca is the eight story Levent's. English colloquialism, better um
the 26th and the main body, ar- rival in Ghana.
someone likewise. Please help The Daily Gleamer. It is my ly in the royal household.
derstood by the Joe Doakes in
The USIS boys obeyed but quiet- terprising newsmen who tried to Completely
me find a elle. I don't have a intention seeking a honest, decent, The Duchess, a widow, they say, rived on March 4, some six hours
modernistic, it is
ly gnashed their teeth at being wangle private interviews with ringed with colored lights and for Ghana, despite the fact that he Ia
rhoto now, but hope to have one companion for our future life. hasn't even been in the news for late due to plane trouble.
going all out. Nkrumah always began the ma- independence was lit up like a a graduate of two American undo
But "Peck's Bad Boys" hadn't restrained from
soon. Bob Jones, 4434 Indiana Eustace Llyd, L. F. C. Inc., Box more than 10 years. But the Covarsities,
1285, Tavares, Fla.
lonial boys managed to dress up been on the ground 30 minutes Even the cocktail party which Eu- neuverings
by first contacting Christmas tree.
Ave., Chicago 15, Ill.
•••
•
' Like his close friend, Adam
the ceremonies around Her Royal before they had cased the joint gene Sawyer, the public affairs Erica and laying siege to her
•••
has cd•
American
Airways
Pan
Dear Mme. Chante: I have Highness in such splendid Empire and were twitching the lion's tail officer had scheduled at the Am- door.
Clayton Powell, Xwame has an
Dear Mme. Chante: I would
sign
here
with
a
huge
neon
aces
never written you before, but I trappings that you would have with they ubiquitous brashness. bassador Hotel was called off beuncanny faculty for "keeping out
Nkrumah publicly pays tribute
like to correspond with an Amerion the front. Leventi, a Lebanese
hope you can help me as you have thought it was Elizabeth the Queen
to her and those close to him say
In front with the crowd" as one
They effervesced all over the cause it wasn't thought proper.
can pen-pal. I am of a dark compopular with
merchant,
is
very
so many others. I am 29 years instead of Marina.
there Is a warm attachment beobserver has said,
town, ran over protocol like a
plexion, brown eyes, black hair,
* *•
Ghanians because of his liberal
old, a widow with two children,
tween the two. Miss Powell rePomp and circifistimee and blitzkrieg and innundated the
The full throated "Freedom'
about 6 feet tall and weighing
policies. Several years ago when
ages 6 and 8. He must like chil- the glory of the "Empah" even if place like the Nile overflowing
cently gave an interview to a
that you heard welling out of the
about 165 lbs. I am a contractor
anti-foreign
riots
occurred
in
dren. of average intelligence and the sun was settinewas the order and the wires began singing.
British newspaper in which she
throats of a hundred thousand peo.
and builder carpenter. Byron
The private buzz in Accra is was pictured side by side with Accra, Leventi's was the only ple and intermittently in every
want the better things of life. I of the day. Everything was carried
A sign on the bulletin board at
Bartley, Old Harbour, Old Harbusiness
which
the
mob
spared.
am 5 feet, 5 inches, nice shape, out with rigid protocol, so much University College where the press not so much ler the thorny ques- Nkrumah.
bour, P. 0., Jamaica, B. W. I.
The real backbone of business day life is an Nkrumah invention,
medium brown, considered at- so that when an American report- was quartered said "What more tion of the opposition nor eves
When she was asked why the
• *•
in
Accra are the women traders It has an echo that spreads all
placating
the
Ashanti chiefs, as P. M. had selected a European as
tractive. Like dancing occasion- er arrived two minutes before Americans arriving?" They not
in
the
market place. Shrewd, en- over the continent.
Dear Mme. Chante: I hope you ally, movies and am a social HRH at the
it
is
over
just
how
much Nkrumah his private secretary instead of
Stadium and was re- only arrived; but they took the
terprising, and hard working, Nkrumah is so fixed with the obare enjoying the best of health. drinker. I will be very grateful fused
is
being
influenced
by
the
British. an African, she replied that it
admission by a pompous place and the best the embattled
session of playing the man of
I am writing to you asking you for your help. Barbara Simmons, Colonel
Although, in his autobiography was efficiency, she guessed, a these women do a terrific volume
Blimp in charge because British could do was grab onto
of business, some profits running destiny to bring freedom to all
please if you can get someone to 6100 Evans Ave. Base. Chicago 37, "er ladyship
published
for
March
6,
he
owns
remark
which didn't sit too well
is arriving," he ir- their teacups and fight a rear
the continent that he may be in
write to me. I am 25 years old, Illinois.
up to being deathly afraid of being with sensitive Ghanians who con- as high as the equivalent of $600
reverently asked. "Say have you guard harrassing action.
or $700 a month in American danger of neglecting his country's
3 feet 5, 125 lbs. Am Jamaican
•
dominated
by
women,
the
closest
sidered
it
seen Rudyard Kipling lately"?
typical Colonial arroSlyly and subtly, they fouled up
Internal affairs. He reported on
money.
with light brown complexion, black
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a and got chucked out of the area.
transportation — the college at person to him is his British secre- gance and a slur upon them.
Since many of them cannot read his way to Tunis to take part in
hair and gray eyes. Hamineo stranger all alone in New York
tary',
Erica
Powell.
Nkrumah
likes
is
eight
Acthe
Achimoto
miles from
company of
liberation commemoration cereAshley, 6 Kingston rd., Windward City with no relatives, so I hope
In the foreword to his book. women, despite his professed shy- or write, all business is transcra. Somehow, the
"bloody"
acted by hand and the banking is monies there last week,
rd. P. 0., Kingston, Jamaica, you can find me a nice wife. I
Americans got the rickitiest buses, Kwame gives her full credit for ness and for a while he regularly
done in the voluminous folds of
Mabel Dove, the only woman
B. W. I.
would like to meet a woman 22-38
cable service got snared up nagging him into writing the book, dated an American Negro woman
member of the Gold Coast legis•*
by insisting, that he dictate to her who accompanied him to small their garments.
Some day somebody is going and hot copy was delayed.
years old, who dresses and thinks
lature who was unseated while
' Dear Mme. Chante: It is my modern. She may have children. to write a true collective picture
•1•
At a press briefing, the chap in at odd moments in his schedule. social gatherings. He shuns large
she was touring America lives
desire to correspond with Ameri- I ask only that she be willing to of the American newsmen as charge of arrangements dronded
quietly here in semi retirement.
can male pen-pals between the work, and together we can get seen through
the eyes of the on and on about details of the
She doesn't plan to become active
ages of 19 and 24. My age is 18. the better things out of life. I bureaucrats of other countries; Duchess' of Kent, all of which
who
Americans
Among those
again in politics for awhile,
height 5 feet 4 inches, weight 120 ame 34, 6 feet tall, well built, particularly, the British.
was meticulously printed already,
have fallen in love with Ghana
She has a son, Joe Danquah
lbs., complexion dark, eyes and like sports and live by the Golden
To them, he's like molasses in for two hours and finally when
showman
life
are
the
high
and
who is a student at University
hair black, Miss Gloria Gordon, Rule. I am a working man emsomebody asked about arrangeDick Campbell, husband of Muriel College at Achimota.
Dr. J. B.
48 Chisholm ave., Whitfield Town, ployed. If not interested in mar- like to meet or correspond with ments for covering the arrival of
Rahn who came back for inde- Danquah, his
father, and Mable'S
P. 0., Jamaica, B. W. I
riage in near future, please do gentlemen who are interested in Vice-President Nixon, he casually
successful
following
a
pendence,
•••
ex-husband is very active in the
not write. Thank you and may the finer things in life. Vivian L. said. "Oh, anybody can go and
ARIES
harmony with Aries folks. Re- state department tour last year Opposition Movement along with
Dear Mme, Chante: I have re- you be blessed for helping so Akins, 9319 S. LaSalle St., Chica- see Nixon."
here.
like
to
settle
and
would
should
self-control
Joe Appiah. Susie is a prodigy
ceived your name from a friend, many through your fine column. go, Ill.
MARS, the Planet of force and straint and
They even managed to sow some
U. S. labor leader, Maids Spring- of Danquah.
Guard
your watchwords.
and I am interested in correspond- James Carter, Keystone Hotel,
▪ •.
seeds of doubt with Nkrumah who energy, rules your sign. You are be
African
third
er
her
is
making
any
of
strains
mental
ing with pen-pals. I promise to 161 W. 36th St., New York, N. Y. Dear Mme. Chante: I am a abruptly asked one day "Why a born leader and happiest when against
Top African in the Ghana senior
kind, overcome haste and tale tour and recently became the first service is Erie Ajulalo,
•••
answer all letters. I am of dark
director
Jamaican who would like to are there so many American news- in command or authority. Having
go
Negro
woman
to
American
easier.
of news service at the government
complexion, 5 feet, 2 inches, 18
a self-reliant manner you are life
Dear Mme. Chante: I am look- correspond with American pen- paper people here?"
•••
into Kenya, land of the Mau Mau
years of age, weight 125 lbs. ing for a wife between the ages pals, men preferred. I am five
broadcasting station. Ajulalo holds
Finally, the battered British got natural in a position of responsiA. L. H. Your advice has been and the territory of Tangiyaka.
Measurements are: bust 36. waist of 24 and 27, who is looking for feet, 7 inches tall of dark com- in some real comeuppance for bility. The mind of this group
a Ph.D. from Columbia and is
Drs. and Mrs. Robert Lee. both
people
the
encouraging
to
most
one of the few American educated
23, hips 36. Sonia Hibbert, Indus- the bright social side of life. plexion, weighing 132 lbs, age 31. those "terrible Americans." They acts spontaneously, therefore you
dentists are establishing a dental
you
.
.can
in
to
you.
who
write
try Village. Gordon Town. P 0., I am a hard working man. Please Evelyn Mowatt, 25 Slipe rd. Cross scheduled a press conference — should cultivate the habit of alGhanaians who have been able
Will this change I am clinic here. They are formerly to crack the
St. Andrew, Jamaica, B. W. I.
The first for Nkrumah at 2:30 on ways thinking prior to acting in- help me?
senior service.
send photo in first letter. Will rds., P. 0. Jamaica, B.W. I.
from Brooklyn.
beneficial
to
prove
contemplating
••
•* •
answer all letters and exchange
March 7, The Americans depart- stead of after you have acted.
Under British domination, few
By far, the biggest success story
me?
Dear Mme. Chante: I would photos. Leanardo Scales, 4620 S.
Dear Mme. Chante: I received ed on the press plane at 9:30 a.m.
Your personality is usually
ANS. It comes to me that you is that of the four Americans, Africans at all could get into the
like to become a member of your Greenwood, Chicago, Ill.
But touche — When they left pleasing and manner
breezy
top government posts and then
you name from a friend and would
considering a change of who got a taste of pioneering
are
•
•
•
pen-pal club. Will answer at1
like very much to become a mem- the place was as cleaned of news and cheerful. Far more mental
carry spirit, decided to give up lucra- only those with British education.
residence.
I
suggest
you
letters promptly. I am of fair
Dear Mme, Chante: I am an ber of your pen pal club. I am as though the locusts had come than emotional yet easily atThe British would say that an
out those plans to move as it tive positions at home and vencomplexion, long black straigb educated lady with a steady job 20 years old, 5 feet 6 inches tall. and gone!
tracted by the other sex, often
American education was three
will improve your living condi- ture out in the Gold Coast.
hair, 5 feet, 6 inches tall, age 34 for the city who owns her own I will answer all letters. Cynthia
United States Information Serv- falling in love at sight and
After a year of struggling and times behind that of British and
tions and make your family very
and am a dressmaker. Rena Jones1 home and car. I have a sweet lone Kenton, 1.'2 Hibbert Street ice officials at Ghana were on marrying in great haste. Perbeing hamstrung by the British, therefore disqualify applicants.
happy.
Race Course, P. 0., Jamaica disposition, am considered a good Campbell Town, Kingston, Jamai- strict orders to "play it cool" for sons born under the sign of Leo
•••
the Gold Coast Insurance Co. Ltd. With independence, the biggest
B. W. I.
cook, and like to entertain. Would ca, B. W. I.
Nixon to avoid kicking up a rum- and Sagittarius tend to be in
fear of the British Is that they
M. W. Can you give me some is now a flourishing business with
advice on this matter which is branches throughout the country. will lose their hold over the top
The idea of insurance is entire- jobs.
very important to me?
.......L..,
.7fUE 6‘,
44 UPSINRS
AS YOU CAN...i'6 nowt
-tuts ROMA You RIMED!
ANS. I am of the opinion ly new to Ghanians; but they so
Doter elitukAROUNk
•••
that you and your mother do not like and trust Americans, particusee eye to eye on the subject larly Negroes that the venture
of your friendship with certain has been a success.
People were talking about the
The four pioneers are former
girls. You need your mother's
charming young lady who started
guidance as you
are still a New York insurance executive, out for
Ghana without a passport,
minor, and she only wants what Robert Freeman and his wife,
health certificate, visa, or anyIs best for you. Try to under. Mary, Levertnor Tandy and David
thing, got as far as Lisbon and
stand her viewpoint and cooper. Jones, former law partners in
bad to wait it out there for five
ate with her...it will make her • Brooklyn. Jones, the son of the
days while the State Department
very happy to see you associat- late president of Bennett college
unscrambled the red tape.
ing with the right type of girls. is the husband of Dr. Jane Wright
The grim remark of the Brit•• •
of New York.
Ray Wallace whose first two ish officer who muttered as the
To W. S. F. If you would like
to have a private reply, please year contract with USIS is up Union Jack was being lowered
send in three questions and 35c in August, plans home leave in at midnight on March 5.
"Well, I suppose I'll have to
to Prof Herman, in care of this Chicago and then will take anpaper, along with your complete other hitch. She's had two promo- brush my own teeth in the morning.
birthdate, also name and address. tions since coming out.
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AVERAGES
'GLOVES
It seems that the law of averBrown McGhee is a 17-year-old ages operated at Nashville last
high school senior at Booker T. week, when the phenomenal BookThe hearings on Federal aid to educa- crowded classrooms and are getting an in- Washington High here in Mem- er T. Washington Warriors sufferphis. He is the son of the late ed their first defeat of a 30-odd
tion have ended after some sixty witnesses ferior schooling.
Booker T. Washington Latin game season. It was a tough loss
of varying persuasions had presented their
We do not question the validity of the
teacher, Mr. Richard McGhee. for the Memphians. A lot of
views. It is likely that the House subcom- arguments by the proponents of the bill, nor
The boy likes to box. In fact he hopes had been tied to their speed
mittee which hoard the testimonies will do we doubt for a moment the accuracy of displayed a hankerin' for the give
and precision. It was rough for
recommend favorable action on the school figures submitted to the House subcommit- and take of the prize ring, while that old law of averages. ..which
construction bill. As submitted by Presi- tee. We believe truly that Federal aid yet a kid in elementary school. His seems to decree inexorably that
dent Eisenhower, the measure calls for should be generously extended to the school very religious and staidly conser- what goes around comes around
vative father didn't altogether anti that sooner or later one trip
communities that need it.
$1,300,000,000 over a four-year period.
bless the boy's love for fisticuffs. to the well won't bring up any
position
Our
that
is
aid
Federal
must
There were only two sharp conflicts of
But the father didn't exactly put water. . .to down the boys on the
not
to
extended
be
school
communities
opinion on the issue as argued by the withis foot down against it.
first game of the state championnesses. Those in favor of the bill contended which have refused to carry out the SuLast week, young McGhee won ship tournament fracas.
order
Court
on desegregation. We see
that only through Federal support could the preme
the' national amateur featherStill and all, the boys rate top
need for more classrooms be met. The op- nothing unreasonable in our stand. If the weight hosing championship. He congratulations and respect. They
sincere
Administration
were
its
in
postula
bouts
three
and
two
fought
position held that there was no serious
did win 30 ,straight games withate of racial equality, it would not only night in the recent tournament to
shortage and that local communities and
out a defeat. They're still eligiattempt to uphold the Supreme Court de- win. He couldn't represent Mem- ble for top ranking as champs in
state governments could take care of the
cision, but would use the school situation phis in the Golden Gloves compe- a class they created for themneeds without assistance from Washington.
to force compliance with the integration tition, because Memphis disdains selves. What other team can match
Mr. Marion B. Folsom, Secretary of decision. The least the Administration the services of Negroes on i t s their record?
Valth, Education and Welfare, and the could do, would be to back quietly the Pow- team. So, McGhee fought for him- SHOW
_
spokesman for the National Education As- ell amendment by which Federal aid is de- self. .under the colors of Montgomery, Ala., of all places. . . The public was highly pleased
sociation set the number of school buildings nied to segregated schools.
with
the
presented
spectacle
at
then under the colors of Chicago,
needed as high as 300,000. They argued
We contend that Federal aid to educa- as could be expected of a colored the Jubilect last Friday sight. The
that increased enrollments at the rate of tion without some specific anti-racial safeJubilect is a feature of the annuboy from Memphis.
1,000,000 pupils annually make it difficult guards not only nullifies the historic Suin a while, at !east give them
But the youngster brought glory al Memphis Cottonmakers Jubilee Quite a number of formerly or anything else?
if not impossible for the communities to preme Court decision, but in fact finances to Memphis, to Washington High program, its basic purpose is to "white" newspapers around the
Formerly I myself often review- some book to write about that has
build schools fast enough. As a result more school segregation. We will continue to op- school and to himself. It would present the top talent of Negro country now have at least one Ne- ed books. But in all my years of nothing to do with colored folks,
than 2,000,000 children are going to over- pose the bill as it now stands.
have been fine for the Chamber Memphis and the Mid-South. That gro reporter on the staff, and their writing, I do not recall being ask- color problems, or colored origins.
of Commerce, or some other city' purpose was never better served colored newsmen are not always ed by "the larger newspapers or Just for once, a plain ordinary
magazines to comment on any book to review. And while I am
boosting organization to have got than it was at last week's Jubi- assigned to cover Negro news.
together and planned something in lect, which was directed by Sta- Fletcher Martin in Chicago re- books not by colored writers. I at it, I would like to request that
tion
WDIA's
C.
A.
Williams, em- cently covered the case of the two was always asked if I would write the literary editors enlarge their
the way of an award or a reward
ceed by Robert "Iloneyboy" Tho- naked little white girls presum- a review of the biography or circle of reviewers to include st me
to the boy for the reams of favOne of the powerful forces stirring to ears to self-ordained political High-Priests.
orable publicity he earned for the mas. . .with an assist from Lady ably slain on a lonely roadside. autobiography of some Negro, or of the other excellent Negro book
Deejay Martha Jean Steinberg. And in New fork, Ted Poston of analyze the novel of some colored reviewers whose comments, so far,
lift our present generation of women unto It is a concourse of women whose aim is town, et cetera.
the sphere of positive social action, is the toward expanding the perimeter of oppor- BALLS
Dr. R. Q. Venson, Mrs. Ethyl the "Post" covers all kinds of writer, or else a novel by some have appeared mostly in NegrO
white writer about Negroes. Never publications.
National Council of Negro Women. Born tunities so as to bring the blessings of the
The Memphis State team surely Venson and the Jubilee Associa- rows, not hi.* events relating to
a
out of the perspective of that most remark- free world within the focus of American lit up a lot of enthusiasm in the tion are to be commended and eolored people. And he of the was I asked simply to review
plain ordinary book that had no I would like to call their attenable of personalities of the 20th century— democracy. And, it is doing it unselfishly, community. . .white and Negro congratulated for what they do passport difficulties, William Worrace angle. Yet in school I read tion to Almena Lomax of the Los
Dr. Mary McLeod Bethune — the Council without brass bands and clashing cymbals, sections. . .with its exploits up in so persistently and consistently as thy, has been writing about Rug- Hawthorne and Dickens and Long- Angeles "Tribune" and Henry
non-Negro,
the
a
for
labor
China
love
of
for
and
this
sia
and other
has projected its benevolent influence in and without beating the tom-tom of racial New York's Madison Square Garfellow and Poe and- Balzac and Winslow who reviews frequently.
as well as the Negro press. Why
den last week. The team, altho communities.
every nook and corner of our national life. consciousness.
Anatol France. I grew up on the and brilliantly, for the "Crisis'
a similiar liberality does not exsame literary diet as other Ameri- and to Doris Saunders of "Jet"
It has conscripted the services of all
It is our hope that so great an organitend to the literary supplements can writers of my generation did. and John W. Parker down in North
who are genuinely concerned with zation as Vie National Council of Negro
of our big American newspapers, On my own I later read Hemming- Carolina and Dr. Hugh Smythe of
We general well-being of our people. In Women will, some day, widen its scope so
In regard to reviewing books, I way, Faulkner, Dos Passos, Cald- Brooklyn College, and his writing
order to ensure proper orientation and im- as to become international in outlook and
do not know.
well, Algren, Jones, Tennessee wife, Mabel Smythe of New York,
plementation of its action program, region- interracial in composition. This may Dec
J. Saunders Redding frequently Williams.
and Era Bell Thompson of "EboYork
New
reviews books for the
al conferences, work-shops and panel dis- sitate a change in by-laws or complete reny," all of whom can write about
no
is
reading
in
background
My
supple"Herald Tribune Books"
cussions are held periodically.
writing of the constitution. The first step
anybody's books Interestingly.
men
most
of
that
from
different
often
Ottley
ment on Sundays. Rol
Unlike some organizations whose ob- toward this evolution would be to drop the
and women who review hooka in Such men and women as these
reviews for the Chicago "Maga2ine
jectives are unblushingly restricted to col- word Negro. Of course, there will be pre
America. Yet when a literary mentioned in this article should
of books" of the "Sunday Trilection of dues and the staging of spectacu- outcry against this change. But t h e
editor ask' me to review a book, not be restricted just to writing
bune" as well as for the Saturday
is always a colored book.. Why? about colored books. Since they
it
lar parades that rival Barnum and Bailey's, arguments marshalled by the opposition can
Much is being said about the posed (either imparted or acquir- Review." Thomas Webster somethe National Council of Negro Women is have no other ground save sentimentality faults and misdeeds of youth. ed) can be a blessing or a curse times reviews for the "Kansas I reckon it must be just because can write about anybody's books,
concerned in the main with the health, edu- on which to rest. We cannot ask for de- There are also many differences to both the child and others. There City Star," Carl Rowan for the I am colored. Nobody ever asked they should be given the opportutlme to review "The Robe" or
writcation and social welfare of the masses.
mocracy on the one hand and practice of opinion as to the causes for must also be controls to give bal- Minneapolis "Tribune," and Arne "From Here to Eternity" or "The ities to do so. Me, I am busy
ing books, so am not interested
ance to the whole. There must Bontemps for various papers.
these conditions.
It does not indulge in meaningless so- voluntary segregation on the other.
Almost invariably these excel- Wall" or "Auntie Mame" or any in reviewing just now. But I am
Some place the blame on par- be mental and moral training in
cial doings, nor does it waste its enerTo resist integration is to negate the
other book that was not by or getting a little tired of seeing my
which there will be a desire and lent Negro writers are given to
ents,
some
economical
conditions,
on untried social theories and unworthy
social order that is now in the making and
competent colleagues writine only
determination to do what is right review only books by or about about Negroes.
a
programs
the
some
entertainfor
causes. It is not a forum for those who are which is bound to strengthen our position
I wonder if J. Saunders Redding about "Negro" literature when
ments, some social conditions, instead of a desire and a deter- Negroes. Why?
on the lunatic fringe, nor does it bend its in the free world.
White writers are given books or Arne Bontemps or Rol Ottley they could just as well write more
some the educational system and mination to conform to that which
about anybody or anything to re- are ever offered non-Negro books generally on occasion.
some the wars. I think they are seems popular.
If they are, I never see
rhere is no wny to separate dis- view, and they are always com- to review.
all correct if all of these were
If the readers of this column
such reviews in print.
put into one package instead of cipline from information any more menting on hooks by colored aume, i4:1p a note to
I hereby move that these men agree with
taking them separately. All of than you can separate the brakes thors. Why should not colored reyour favorite book editor and gentlike
who
writers
colored
other
and
by
them together figure in the two from the mot ir of a ear. Stopping viewers comment on books
call his attention to what percon- to review books begin now to re- ly
influences which effect human be- sense is as important as starting white authors, and on books
haps may be unintentional segreon
editors
the
big
literary
questing
ships,
cerning any subject—space
house. I think we should stirt
circles.
In throwing out of court the ings throughout their lives, here- sense.
Praises Editorial
newspapers and magazines to once gation in literary
thus: on election day we must twenty-odd radar traffic cxes, dity and environment.
It is far more important that a existentialism, the sea around us.
Dear Editor: On March 9, the vote, each and every one.
Judge Ferguson was acting in acTo begin with, everyone is born child be properly informed, trainto
Chicago Defender had a wonder- We must realize that we are cordance with the provision of the without the two most important ed and disciplined than it is
preparations for his social
make
Illinois
constitution
which
things
human
to
necessary
bewell
bears
ful editorial. "Viewing The Facts." living in a changing world, therefinancial security. If a child
education, on the point at issue, that is a ing, knowledge and discipline. The and
This editorial pointed out sonic fore we must get an
well informed and well discinot only from books, we must defendant has the right to con- child can only get kncwledge thru is
progress "Negroes" have made learn a trade as well. Last, but front his accuser. A policeman instructions from others a n d plined, he will find his own way
not, whatin getting hired and upgraded iu not least; we must supp,rt the watching a radar screen is not through study done by him. The out of any situation. If
a witness to violations of speed child must be :nspired to accept soever other preparations y o u
some departments of this city in Chicago Defender.
many almost drowning out the sounds of
limit. More' power to the Daily or to seek information. The in- may make for him are in vain,
I watcned St. Patrick's Day Pa- a bloody revolution, as no
We should not let a day go by Defender.—Irwin
the last ten years. This editorial
what
be- the local gentry.
have
us
have
not
will
would
he
prophets
because
Klan
Bloch.
Savannah,
formation
to which a child is exrade this year down in
. takes.
for My heart almost stood still as
place
logical
clearly indorsed what I have said that we do not buy a Chicago Dethe
then
it
lieve,
sunwarm
Ga., standing in the
black
fender newspaper. We should
There are two other important shine for over an hour across from such a revolution to begin would I saw a tall, erect, proud,
many a times.
a
write the editor and let him know
things to feather other than the in- a branch of the Citizens and be in Georgia. We who come from boy with a silver baton and in
Your newspaper has the cape- what we think of the job he is,
spiring, informing, training a n d Southern Bank at the intersection Savannah like to think that our resplendent uniform giving signals
bilitizs and fortitude to serve Chi- or is not doing.
disciplining of a child. They are: of Liberty and Montgomery sts. town perhaps is somewhat more to his mixed band, all marching
madly
cago well. Your reporter had the
(1) To teach Mtn respect for him- It was familiar ground for me and liberal than other Georgia com- with precision and playing
In this way you can help the
followed
record, therefore he could n ot Defender give you a better newsself and respect for others, in the racially mixed crowd stand- munities and I think it is. Never- a patriotic tune. There
have reported something he did paper. —J. Hamilton Johnson,
of all
also respect for the rights of oth- ing six or eight deep at the curbs theless, the native whites are still integrated marching units
not see.
two more
Chicago.
ers, impressing upon the child that there were many familiar faces. true to the sacresanct traditions the armed services and
bands. The airforce boys
where the other
"Negroes" are 15 to 20 per cent
of segregation. Whenever he runs mixed
•••
r. iisettatlitsJaWJits.titigetl
..00.)10 01K•at his rights, end
some departments. Every triman's rights begin, and (2) A This parade, believe It or not, for public office, Talmadge, for from Hunter looked best of all
of Uncle Sam
Negroes were scattered
gle has three sides. "In 1947
Lettie Hamlett Rogers has been efficient woman who from behind sense of appreciation of values, made me nrouder
instance, knows his nolitical for- to me and
Praise Judge Ferguson
that I have
through the ranks as in the other
the Building Department had no
Savannah.
In
safe
able to capture the varied emo- the scenes manipulates the res- moral values over money and hu- than any spectacle
be
will
tune
ever witnessed. I have read and
units. There was no bunching, no
Negroes, in 1957 it has 43." This
Dear Editor: I was glad to read tions in the South currently in her idents as a puppeteer his puppets. man values over things.
of Integration, the special spots, nothing at all that
statement represents (2) sides,
your children that it is reported at length on integration The concept
Teach
novel
page
BIRTHRIGHT
the
When
of
308
issue
integration
on Judge Ferguson
Negroes and whites suggested Jim Crow.
the third would be the total num- your editorial
not how swell one lives, but it is in the armed forces, on what the very idea of
As a lawyer (Simon & Schuster, published bobs up in the community a child
acting together on a has, When Negroes tell white people
ber of civil service employees in of the Traffic Court.
well one lives that counts. Army, Navy or Air Force is or is living and
how
left
are
adult
its
an
in
and
dead
22,
March
1957).
standing before
complete equality without any they are not bitter about segrethis department. Your readers of many years
Teach then that character 'will not doing. Such chores are a nor- is of
the bar, I can testify to the judi- The setting for the story is a wake, one by accident and both
distinctions being drawn gation and racial discrimination
can take it, so please give them
he here wh n popularity is dead mal part of the business of being lines or
the
as
small
of
Peegram,
called
members
dose
are
persons
town
of
cial ability and legal insight
because of differences in color, of they are lying. We try to sublimate
the complete picture.
and forgotten. Teach them by ex- a newspaperman, today.
Judge Ferguson. I have appeared name implies, but in no sense the woman dictator's family.
regarded in my the bitterness and overcome it and
amples as well as by precepts. At the airbase near Hampton, course, must be
I am at a lost sometime when before him on three occasions on poverty-stricken. Its wealth and
The reader will get a quite vivid This is not only the duty and re- Va., I have seen Negro and white home town as an unfamiliar, a great many finally succeed. T
I try to believe records. The 1940 two of which he ruled against me. beauty stems from a single in- picture also 'of the results of "inparents. It is pilots zooming off into space with strange and foreign thing. There think I have conquered most of
census figures gave Chicago He is, in my judgment one of the dustry, the Royal Furniture com- tegration after dark" in Peegraro. sponsibility of the
to so- the new jets, working, playing and has probably been more miscegen- mine.
responsibility
and
duty
the
3,398,808, the latest figures give fairest judges on the bench today. pany, controlled by a ruthless, As powerful as the queen ruler of
living together like a fine team. ation in Savannah than in any com- In beating down the hatred,
ciety.
Chicago a little over 3,700,930.
Peegram is she finds herself, as
To spend thought, time, effort At various camps I have seen munity in America. But miscegen- nothing is so helpful as such a
a result of a kin's lust, the blood and money at a sacrifice in or- white and Negro soldiers going ation in the Anglo-Saxon culture magnificent spectacle of AmeriOver a period of 17 years Chikin of a Negro, who despite per- der that a child may be properly through their paces unfettered by has nothing to do with equality canism as I witnessed in this
cago's gain in population is under
sonal hazards becomes a leader informed, trained and disciplined Jim Crow. I have seen some inte- even though it does suggest a cer- parade in Savannah on St. Pat400,000. During the last election
for the NAACP to help his son is the cheapest way out and it gration even in the Navy and Ma- tain amount of integration. Love rick's Day. The native whites
politicians gave Chicago credit of
is one thing, life is another, in looked on with awe as Uncle
having a "Negro" population of
enjoy the. rights decreed by the pays big dividends. On the other rines.
Supreme Court. Negro readers will hand, what we fail to spend in This parade down in my home- Georgia anyway.
900,000.
Sam's boys showed them in perwhere
present 65 percent. Expanding find his courage and common- these directions will cost five times town, where as a boy I learned
Racial discrimination
NEW YORK--(ANP) —The
Watching this St. Patrick's Day son what democracy really
labor markets and housing avail- sense interesting.
ever it is practiced has o n e Puerto Rican population of New
more in disappointments, griefs, the Intricate etiquette of Jim Parade, I had prepared myself for means. As far as I could tell there
ability In other cities was held
reason; it is ECONOMIC. Here York Cty Is 550,000 t h e City
The text of the novel is not ar- connection with our children later. Crow, was something vastly more the usual lily-white hands, lily- was no resentment and no indigresponsible for the decline.
In Chicago we have a contemp- Planning Department announced
ranged in most effective order. This is an irreparable loss. "An significant to me than anything white marching units and lily- nation among the white spectators
tuous practice, micro-economics last week. It was estimated that
There Is estimated to be close Nor is the language smooth flow- ounce of prevention is worth two elite I had ever observed about white floats proclaiming in the They accepted it as they know they
in reverse.
to 750.000 Puerto Ricans In the ing, due largely to excessive use tons of cure."
our armed forces In other places. corny Irish manner the lily white must and should
migrants from the Island
entire United States, one•third by the author of parenthetical exWhile preventive methods a r e After all, this was Georgia, the eulture of the community. Some. One of these days I believe the
Every where you look we are will come to the metropolis at
of whom are under 24 years old. pressions.
unpopular — corrective methods native state of some of the most how it did not occur to me that full meaning of the democratic way
ways systematically kept out of the rate of 32,000 a year for the
For the most part t h e report
However, the reader will be able are not only unpopular, they are vicious Negro-haters in American hands and marching units from of life is ening to he understood
the big money bracket by using next five years.
e, ^flarby Minter Airhase, ('am" sod anpreciated all over our nastated, Puerto Ricans are em• to grasp the significance of this also drastic and forever Identifi- history. One of its most ri^.er.,
one device or another. We have The department's report noted
played in the apparel trades, worthy literary contribution thru able "Don't spare the rod and sons, Herman Talmadge, sits now ",wart. and Parris island acres. tion. I naw Some little Intimation
only ourselves to blame if we al- that the city's total of migrants
WOW of a san..r society last Saturday in
light manufacturing and in ho several clearly drawn and candid spoil the child" are words of wig- In the United States Senats,
from Puerto Rica has declined
low this to continue.
lets, restaurants and lanndriea. pictures.
dom.
If integration is going to start CI me thundering down the avenue. Savannah, thanks to Un 'ts Sam.
Pint we must clean ow own from 95 percent in 1E47 to the
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the alleged "underdog" grabbed
and held the national spotlight
throughout the National Invitational Tourney. Two ironical developments sparked its final defeat.
First, it was a Negro player on
the Bradley team who sank the
decisive basket, flooring Memphis
State. Second, the Negro player
on that Bradley team was one of
two former DuSahle High school
Players of Chicago, that Memphis
State Coach Bob Vanatta recruited for Bradley when he w a s
coaching at that institution (Bradley). They might have followed
him to Memphis State if they
could have. . .and placed Memphis in the victory column.
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Our Opinions
ii

PUNGENT PARAGRAPHS
Sometimes events happen in
such a profusion until it becomes
a little like making up one's mind
between a variety of favorite beverage flavors as to which to
choose.
This past week was something
like that. A gang of interesting
things happened which made it
hard for a running commentatbr
to choose which to try to emphasize. In a situation like that it's
sometimes best to fall back on
an old standby, and send out a few
sentences about each. So, for now,
it'll be a few "Pungent P a r &graphs" about several Items
which the "Shadows" discern in
passing. Here goes:
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•
The People Speak
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BOOK REVUE

fit

There Are Now 750,000
Puerto Ricans In U. S.

'

The GRAPEVINE In Ghana

ylINVEL IRN
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Here's The Lowdown On The Flubs
And Snubs That Marred Celebration

yvzys

Dear Mine, Chante: I was informed by one of my friends here
in Jamaica of your pen club and
was given the address to write
you. I am 21 years of age. I seek
a young lady as a pen pal. My
hobby is reading. Specialize in
detective stories and scenery.
Sybil, L. Ball, 5 Fourth St.
Greenwich Town, Whitfield Town,
P. 0. Kingston, Jamaica, B. W. I.
* ••
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a man
34 years o.d, 5 feet, 8 inches tall,
weigh 135 lbs., light brown complexion, black hair and hazel eyes.
I would like to hear from some
nice lady between 22 and 34 years
of age. Color doesn't matter.
Please send photo in first letter.
I will answer all letters and exchange photos. Arthur Spears,
3500 Ellis ave., apt. 516, Chicago
15, Ill.
•••
have
Dear Mme. Chante: I
been a reader of your column for
quite sometime and I think it is
tops. I am a young girl 18 years
old. So I would like to hear from
young men everywhere, including
service men. I am 4 feet, 11 inches tall; 5 feet, 2 inches in heels,
weigh 110, light tan complexion.
I have been told that I am fairly
bute. I like baseball, basketball
and football, reading, writing and
I love to receive mail. Will exchange pictures with whomever
writes. All men must have marriage in mind because I hope to
get married some day. Would
prefer men between the ages of
19 and 25. Thelma G. Bowden,
P. 0. Box 242, Fulton, Ky.
•*•

Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
Jamaican woman. Height 5 feet,
6 inches, complexion dark, age
27, weight, 160 lbs, faith, Baptist.
I would be glad to correspond
with an American lady or gentleman. One who is very kind and
By ETHEL PAYNE
loving and a profound Christian.
I am a dressmaker and a good
18
laundress. Sedonia Clark,
SIKA.601
Wu..
f, 6040p MORI404 Atbe_
-NE
Charles st., Kingston, Jamaica,
The Ghana story has not been
'NE COLD..:N. VAN
,Novis
SPAQ.K.S
Backtracking a little to play
completed. It goes on and on
B. W. I.
Ds? I IX F011 Cs09-1E.
see
catch up, here's some of the real
In fact if you stay around long
I
I
SLEEP
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a low down on Ghana.
enough you'll get the craze and
with
The British ran the show
young girl, age 25 who would like
soon find yourself among the "bin
Prime
of
approval
to correspond with men between the complete
to's"—those who have been to the
turned
who
Nkrumah
the ages of 30 and 40. I am willing Minister
United States!
to exchange photos. Would like over to them all of the arrangeThe government appropriated
cereindependence
for
the
ments
one who is willing to work for
600,000 pounds for the independmonies.
the best things in life and enjoy
ence celebrations. The Ambassaevery minute of it. I am interHalf of the "flubs" and the
dor hotel rushed to completion for
ested in marriage and my hobby "snubs" Nkrumah never knew
independence and which is as
is kindness. Estelle Holm, 24 about. He was too busy with other
fabulous as any in the U. S. cost
Chancery Lane, Kingston Jamaica. details, writing speeches and deala reputed nine million.
•* •
ing with a liveThe British say "Look what we
Dear Mme. Chante: I would
ly troublesome
did for them. They couldn't have
like to become a member of your
opposition that
done it by themselves." But look
already has its
pen-pal club, as I am very keen
what the British also did for the
on it. I want a real lady pal.
back up, preBritish!
I am 40 years old, 5 feet, 9 inches
paring to give
Biggest landlords in Accra are
tall and a Jamaican from the
him a tough row
the Syrians who build scores of
British West Indies. A good
to hoe.
houses and then rent them out
j
ar)
However, some
church goer. I like sports and
q04.1 DelkV. 11.1e 111RE.E. PlICHEgS
by the year at fabulous prices.
family life and possess a wide
of the blame for
*Me AW STAY Di BEV 1.%%c.E. loCro
knowledge of fraternal bodies. the stranding of so many Ameris(OU?
‘•"00°---/
Humphrey Smart, L. F. C. Inc., cans is because they failed to
Box 1285, Tavares, Fla.
clear through proper channels in
•
*
time enough to make the necesDear Mme. Chante: In reading sary arrangements for housing,
your lovelorn column, I find you a difficult enough situation in
/,• is
Man to watch in Ghana is Ophave helped many in finding hap- Ghana even in normal times.
British
position leader, Busia.
piness through companionship. I' It is very true that the British,
educated, he speaks with a smooth
hope you can or will help me disgruntled and plainly scared
flawless Oxford accent and is re.
find a good wife between the ages over the whole business, did all
garded as a heavy intellectual.
of thirty and forty years old. I they could to cause embarrassObservers say if he really setwant a sober minded and home ment. For example, the seating
tles down to learning politics, he
loving lady, not a working lady. arrangements at the state dinner
Dear Mme. Chante: I often read
may give Nkrumah some real
I want a companion that would in which the representative from
your column and I do think it is
trouble. Busia is a school teacher
like to go out of town for a few Red China was seated at the head
a wonderful thing that lonely peeand a sociologist.
ple have some one to confide in. days once in a while. My work table along with the Russian deleHe got a big boost when Vice
takes
me
in
and
out
of
town.
the
Colongate;
a
situation
which
I have wanted to write you so
President Nixon praised his analyMural
Wilson.
1060
Adam
Street,
ial
boys
knew
was
sure
to
kick
up
many times, but was ashamed. My
sis of colonialism on the floor of
a row, by taking the spotlight off
loneliness has driven me to lay Gary, Ind. .• *
Parliament as the wisest interpreleaving
Nkrumah
with
Nixon
and
my pride aside and appeal to you
tation he had ever heard and sugDear Mme. Chante: I am a a shady impression of running
tor help. I am a very lonely man
gested it would be well to print
On at least two occasions dur- formal affairs unless they are of
the hair. Biggest gripe the Brit- pus over protocol. The official
44 years of age, 5 feet, 9 inches, Jamaican by birth, 27 years old, with the Reds.
copies of it and distribute them
Some British correspondents ish had at Ghana was the Ameri- word was to let the British have ing independence observance. state importance. However, since
169 lbs, brown skin. I am not fair complexion, height 5 feet, 4
widely.
good looking, but am neat and inches, weighing 160 lbs. After said it was a crummy trick to can press corps. The very size it because it was their show Erica sat in with N'krumah along Erica's return from home leave
While Bush polishes his phrasclean. I live a normal life am leaving school, I learned printing take the Duchess of Kent out of of it was appalling, sixty and (their swan song somebody quip- with his two closest cronies and in England, the report is this
es, Nkrumah, the "Show Boy" deped) hence the reason why every- cabinet members, Kojo Dotal° and friendship has cooled.
kind and I like to go to church. and was attached to the leading mothballs and send her to Ghana more.
liberately speaks in the broken
The first contingent arrived on thing was so vague about his ar- K. B. Gbedemah. Erica went on
I would like to correspond with newspaper company on the Island, Instead of somebody more directShowiest office building in Afria vacation cruise with him. En- ca is the eight story Leventi's. English colloquialism, better unthe 26th and the main body, ar- rival in Ghana.
someone likewise. Please help The Daily Gleamer. It is my ly in the royal household.
derstood by the Joe Doakes in
The USIS boys obeyed but quiet- terprising newsmen who tried to Completely
me find a wife. I don't have a intention seeking a honest, decent, The Duchess, a widow, they say, rived on March 4, some six hours
modernistic, it is
ly gnashed their teeth at being wangle private interviews with ringed with colored lights and for Ghana, despite the fact that he Is
rhoto now, but hope to have one companion for our future life. hasn't even been in the news for late due to plane trouble.
going all out. Nkrumah always began the ma- independence was lit up like a a graduate of two American uni•
But "Peck's Bad Boys" hadn't restrained from
,00n. Bob Jones, 4434 Indiana Eustace Llyd, L. F. C. be., Box more than 10 years. But the Coversities.
1295, Tavares, Fla.
by first contacting Christmas tree.
lonial boys managed to dress up been on the ground 30 minutes Even the cocktail party which Eu- neuverings
Ave., Chicago 15, III.
•••
' Like his close friend, Adam
the ceremonies around Her Royal before they had cased the joint gene Sawyer, the public affairs Erica and laying siege to her
•••
Pan American Airways has cd.
Dear Mme. Chante: I have Highness in such splendid Empire and were twitching the lion's tail officer had scheduled at the Am- door.
Clayton Powell, Kwame has an
Dear 'Mme. Chante: I would
Aces here with a huge neon sign
never written you before, but I trappings that you would have with they ubiquitous brashness. bassador Hotel was called off beuncanny faculty for "keeping out
Nkrumah publicly pays tribute
like to correspond with an Amerion the front. Leventi, a Lebanese
hope you can help me as you have thought it was Elizabeth the Queen
to her and those close to him say
in front with the crowd" as one
They effervesced all over the cause it wasn't thought proper.
can pen-pal. I am of a dark commerchant, is very popular with
so many others. I am 29 years instead of Marina.
there is a warm attachment beobserver has said,
town, ran over protocol like a
plexion, brown eyes, black hair,
•* •
Ghanian' because of his liberal
old, a widow with two children,
tween the two. Miss Powell rePomp and circumstance and blitzkrieg and innundated the
The full throated "Freedom"
about 6 feet tall and weighing
policies. Several years ago when
ages 6 and 8. He must like chil- the glory of the "Empah" even if place like the Nile overflowing
cently gave an interview to a
about 165 lbs. I am a contractor
anti-foreign riots occurred in that you heard welling out of the
dren. of average intelligence and the sun was setting, was the order and the wires began singing.
British newspaper in which she
throats of a hundred thousand pea.
and builder carpenter. Byron
The private buzz in Accra is was pictured side by side with Accra, Leventi's was the only pie and intermittently in every
want the better things of life. I of the day. Everything was carried
A sign on the bulletin board at
Bartley, Old Harbour, Old Harwhich
the
mob
spared.
business
not
so
much
over
the
thorny ques- Nkrumah.
am 5 feet, 5 inches, nice shape, out with rigid protocol, so much University College where the press
bour, P. 0., Jamaica, B. W. I.
The real backbone of business day life is an Nkrumah invention,
medium brown, considered at- so that when an American report- was quartered said "What more tion of the opposition nor eves
When she was asked why the
It has an echo that spreads ail
• *•
tractive. Like dancing occasion- er arrived two minutes before Americans arriving?" They not placating the Ashanti chiefs, as P. M. had selected a European as in Accra are the women traders over the continent.
• Dear Mme. Chante: I hope you ally, movies and am a social HRH at the Stadium and was re- only arrived; but they took the it is over just how much Nkrumah his private secretary instead of in the market place. Shrewd, enterprising, and hard working, Nkrumah is so fixed with the obare enjoying the best of health. drinker. I will be very grateful fused admission by a
pompous place and the best the embattled is being influenced by the British. an African, she replied that it these women do a terrific volume session of playing the man of
I am writing to you asking you for your help. Barbara Simmons, Colonel Blimp in charge because British could do was grab onto
Although, in his autobiography W55 efficiency, she guessed, a
of business, some profits running destiny to bring freedom to all
please if you can get someone to 6100 Evans Ave. Base. Chicago 37, "er ladyship is arriving," he
ir- their teacups and fight a rear published for March 6, he owns remark which didn't sit too well as high as the equivalent of $600 the continent that he may be in
write to me. I am 25 years old. Illinois.
up to being deathly afraid of being with sensitive Ghanians who conreverently asked. "Say have you guard harrassing action.
or $700 a month in American danger of neglecting his country's
3 feet 5, 125 lbs. Am Jamaican
r ••
seen Rudyard Kipling lately"?
Slyly and subtly, they fouled up dominated by women, the closest sidered it typical Colonial arro- money.
internal affairs. He reported on
with light brown complexion, black
Dear Mme. Chante: I ant a and got chucked out of the area.
transportation — the college at person to him is his British secre- gaiice and a slur upon them.
Since many of them cannot read his way to Tunis to take part in
hair and gray eyes. Hamineo stranger all alone in New York
Nkrumah likes the company of
Achimoto is eight miles from Ac- tary, Erica Powell.
Ashley, 6 Kingston rd., Windward City with no relatives, so I hope
In the foreword to his book. women, despite his professed shy- or write, all business is trans- liberation commemoration cerecra. Somehow, the
"bloody"
acted by hand and the banking is monies there last week.
rd. P. 0., Kingston, Jamaica. you can find me a nice wife. I
Americans got the rickitiest buses, Kwaine gives her full credit for ness and for a while he regularly
done in the voluminous folds of
Mabel Dove, the only woman
B. W. I.
would like to meet a woman 22-38
cable service got snared up nagging him into writing the book, dated an American Negro woman
member of the Gold Coast lees.
••
by insisting that he dictate to her who accompanied him to small their garments,
Some day somebody is going and hot copy was delayed.
years old, who dresses and thinks
lature who was unseated while
•••
' Dear Mme. Chante: It is my modern. She may have children, to write a true collective picture
At a press briefing, the chap in at odd moments in his schedule. social gatherings. He shuns large
she was touring America lives
desire to correspond with Ameri- I ask only that she be willing to of the American newsmen as charge of arrangements dronded
quietly here in semi retirement.
the eyes of the on and on about details of the
can male pen-pals between the work, and together we can get seen through
She doesn't plan to become active
ages of 19 and 24. My age is 18. the better things out of life. I bureaucrats of other countries; Duchess' of Kent, all of which
Among those Americans who again in politics for awhile.
height 5 feet 4 inches, weight 120 ame 34, 6 feet tall, well built, particularly, the British.
was meticulously printed already,
have fallen in love with Ghana
She has a son, Joe Danquah
To them, he's like molasses in for two hours and finally when
lbs., complexion dark, eyes and like sports and live by the Golden
and the high life are showman who is a
student at University
hair black, Miss Gloria Gordon, Rule. I am a working man emsomebody asked about arrangeDick Campbell, husband of Muriel College at
Achimota. Dr. J. B.
48 Chisholm ave., Whitfield Town. ployed. If not interested in mar- like to meet or correspond with ments for covering the arrival of
Rahn who came back for inde.
Danquah, his father, and Mable's
P. 0., Jamaica, B. W. I
riage in near future, please do gentlemen who are interested in Vice-President Nixon, he casually
following a successful
pendence,
•*•
ex-husband is very active in the
not write. Thank you and may, the finer things in life. Vivian L. said. "Oh, anybody can go and
ARIES
harmony with Aries folks. Re- state department tour last year Opposition Movement along with
Dear Mme. Chante: I have re- you be blessed for helping so Akins...0319 S. LaSalle St., Chica- see Nixon."
and would like to settle here.
Jae Appiah. Basis is a prodigy.
should
self-control
and
straint
MARS, the Planet of force and
ceived your name from a friend, many through your fine column. go, Ill.
They even managed to sow some
U. S. labor leader, Maids SpringGuard
be your watchwords.
•• •
and I am interested in correspond- James Carter, Keystone Hotel,
seeds of doubt with Nkrumah who energy. rules your sign. You are
mental strains of any er is making her third African
ing with pen-pals. I promise to 161 W. 36th St., New York, N. Y. Dear Mme. Chante: I am a abruptly asked one day "Why a born leader and happiest when against
kind, overcome haste and take tour and recently became the first service is Erie
•••
answer all letters. I am of dark
: American news- in command or authority. Having
Ajulalo, director
Jamaican who would like to are there so maw
of news service at the government
a self-reliant manner you are life easier. •••
complexion, 5 feet, 2 inches, 18
Dear Mine. Chante: I am look- correspond with American pen- paper people here?"
into Kenya, land of the Mau Mau
broadcasting station. Ajulalo holds
Finally, the battered British got natural in a position of responsiyears of age, weight 125 lbs. ing for a wife between the ages pals, men preferred. I am five
A. L. H. Your advice has been and the territory of Tangiyaka.
Measurements are: bust 36, waist of 24 and 27, who is looking for feet, 7 inches tall of dark corn- in some real comeuppance for bility. The mind of this group
Drs. and Mrs. Robert Lee, both a Ph.D. from Columbia and is
people
to
the
encouraging
most
one of the few American educated
23, hips 36. Sonia Hibbert, Indus- the bright social side of life. plexion, weighing 132 lbs, age 31. those "terrible Americans." They acts spontaneously, therefore you
write in to you. ..can you dentists are establishing a dental Ghanaians
try Village. Gordon Town. P. 0., I am a hard working man. Please Evelyn Mowatt, 25 Slipe rd. Cross scheduled a press conference — should cultivate the habit of al- who
who have been able
clinic here. They are formerly
change
I
am
this
me?
Will
help
acting
into crack the senior service.
St. Andrew, Jamaica, B. W. I.
The first for Nkrumah at 2:30 on ways thinking prior to
send photo in first letter. Will rds., P. 0. Jamaica, B.W. I.
prove beneficial to from Brooklyn.
contemplating
•••
•
•
•
acted.
have
March 7. The Americans depart- stead of after you
answer all letters and exchange
Under British domination, few
By far, the biggest success story
me?
' Dear Mme. Chante: I would photos. Leanardo Scales, 4620 S.
Your personality is usually
Dear Mme, Chante: I received ed on the press plane at 9:30 a.m.
ANS. It comes to me that you is that of the four Americans, Africans at all could get into the
But touche — When they left pleasing and manner
like to become a member of your Greenwood, Chicago. Ill,
breezy
top
t
you name from a friend and would
government posts and then
are considerliag a change of who got a taste of pioneering
•••
pen-pal club. Will answer all
like very much to become a mem- the place was as cleaned of news and cheerful. Far more mental
residence. I suggest you carry spirit, decided to give up lucra- only those with British education.
as
though
the
letters promptly. I am of fair
locusts had come than emotional yet easily atDear Mme. Chante: I am an bar of your pen pal club. I am
out those plans to move as it tive positions at home and yen- The British would say that an
complexion, long black straight educated lady with a steady job 20 years old, 5 feet 6 inches tall. and gone!
tracted by the other sex, often
American education was three
will improve your living condi- ture out in the Gold Coast.
United States Information Serv- falling in love at sight and
hair, 5 feet, 6 inches tall, age 34 for the city who owns her own I will answer all letters. Cynthia
After a year of struggling and times behind that of British and
tions and make your family very
and am a dressmaker. Rena Jones, home and car. I have a sweet lone Kenton, Pa Hibbert Street ice officials at Ghana were on marrying in great haste. Perbeing hamstrung by the British, therefore disqualify applicants.
happy.
Race Course, P. 0., Jamaica, disposition, am considered a good Campbell Town, Kingston, Jamai- strict orders to "play it cool" for sons born under the sign of Leo
•• •
the Gold Coast Insurance Co. Ltd. With independence, the biggest
B. W. I.
Nixon to avoid kicking up a rum- and Sagittarius tend to be in
cook, and like to entertain. Would ca, B. W. I.
fear of the British is that they
M. W. Can you give me some is now a flourishing business with
advice on this matter which ill branches throughout the country. will lose their hold over the top
The idea of insurance is entire- jobsvery important to me?
c
..:IRE
e...•
CsGal UPSTAIRS
ANS. I am of the opinion ly new to Ghanians; but they so
I:tossl UlAuCAROUelik
•••
Mu c.a4 %--....s
that you and your mother do not like and trust Americans, particu.1
larly
Negroes that the venture
see eye to eye on the subject
of your friendship with certain has been a success.
People were talking about the
The
four pioneers are former
girls. You need your mother's
charming young lady who started
guidance as you
are still a New York insurance executive,
for Ghana without a passport,
minor, and *he only wants what Robert Freeman and his wife,
--, health certificate, visa, or anyis best for you. Try to under. Mary, Levertnor Tandy and David thi
got as tsr s Lisbon and
stand her viewpoint and cooper- Jones, former law partners in
had to wait it out there for five
ate with her...it will make her . Brooklyn. Jones, the son of the
days while the State Department
very happy to see you associat- late president of Bennett college
unscrambled the red tape.
ing with the right type of girls. is the husband of Dr. Jane Wright
•• •
The grim remark of the Britof New York.
Kay Wallace whose first two ish officer who muttered as the
To W. S. F. If you would like
Union
Jack was being lowered
to have a private reply, please year contract with USIS is up
send in three questions and 35c in August, plans home leave in at midnight on March 5
"Well, I suppose I'll have to
to Prof Herman, in care of this Chicago and then will take anpaper, along with your complete other hitch. She's had two promo- brush my own teeth in the morning.
birthdate, also name and address. tions since coming opt.
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PUNGENT PARAGRAPHS
the alleged "underdog" grabbed
Sometimes events happen in and held the national spotlight
such a profusion until it becomes throughout the National Invitation.
IV ANS L. CLEMENT. Adv...Ilsing Monscor
a little like making up one's mind al Tourney. Two ironical developbetween a variety of favorite bev- ments sparked its final defeat.
Subscription refer One veer, $C los months, $3 50. 12-year special Subscription ram $10)
erage flavors as to which to First, it was a Negro player on
Photos.
or
The Tri-State Defender Dims Net Take R
&ally fe• vAsolicitoli Mem/scripts
the Bradley team who sank the
choose.
This past week was something decisive basket, flooring Memphis
Published Every Thursday by the Tri-State Defender Publishing Co. Entered as Simend
like that. A gang of interesting State. Second, the Negro player
things happened which made it on that Bradley team was one of
Chess Metter it the Memphis Pest Office March 20, 1952, Under Act ef March 2, 1879.
hard for a running commentator two former DuSable High school
to choose which to try to empha- players of Chicago, that Memphis
size. In a situation like that it's State Coach Bob Vanatta recruitBradley when he w a s
11111111111181111111119111111111111111111111R11111111111111111111111 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 sometimes best to fall back on ed for
an old standby, and send out a few coaching at that institution (Bradsentences about each. So, for now, ley). They might have followed
it'll be a few "Pungent P a r a - him to Memphis State if they
graphs" about several items could have. . .and placed Memwhich the "Shadows" discern in phis in the victory column.
passing. Here goes:
AVERAGES
GLOVES
It seems that the law of aver-old
17-year
a
is
McGhee
Brown
ages operated at Nashville last
T.
Booker
at
senior
school
high
week, when the phenomenal BookThe hearings on Federal aid to educa- crowded classrooms and are getting an in- Washington High here in Mem- er T. Washington Warriors suffer.
the late ed their first defeat of a 30-odd
of
son
the
is
He
phis.
tion have ended after some sixty witnesses ferior schooling.
Booker T. Washington Latin game season. It was a tough loss
of varying persuasions had presented their
We do not question the validity of the teacher
Mr. Richard McGhee.
views. It is likely that the House subcom- arguments by the proponents of the bill, nor The boy likes to box. In fact he for the Memphians. A lot of
had been tied to their speed
mittee which heard the testimonies will do we doubt for a moment the accuracy of displayed a hankerin' for the give hopes
and precision. It was rough for
recommend favorable action on the school figures submitted to the House subcommit- and take of the prize ring, while that old law of averages. ..which
construction bill. As submitted by Presi- tee. We believe truly that Federal aid yet a kid in elementary school. His seems to decree inexorably that
dent Eisenhower, the measure calls for should be generously extended to the school very religious and staidly conser- what goes around comes around
vative father didn't altogether and that sooner or later one trip
communities that need it.
$1,300,000,000 over a four-year period.
Our position is that Federal aid must bless the boy's love for fisticuffs. to the well won't bring up any
There were only two sharp conflicts of
But the father didn't exactly put water. . .to down the boys on the
opinion on the issue as argued by the wit- not be extended to school communities his foot down against it,
first game of the state championhave
which
to
refused
out
carry
Suthe
nesses. Those in favor of the bill contended
Last week, young McGhee won ship tournament fracas.
that only through Federal support could the preme Court order on desegregation. We see the' national amateur feather- Still and all, the boys rate top
need for more classrooms be met. The op- nothing unreasonable in our stand. If the weight boxing championship. He congratulations and respect. They
position held that there was no serious Administration were sincere in its postul- fought two and three bouts a did win 30 straight games withshortage and that local communities and ate of racial equality, it would not only night in the recent tournament to out a defeat. They're still eligistate governments could take care of the attempt to uphold the Supreme Court de- win. He couldn't represent Mem- ble for top ranking as champs in
Gloves compe- a class they created for themneeds without assistance from Washington. cision, but would use the school situation phis in the Golden
to force compliance with the integration tition, because Memphis disdains selves. What other team can match
Mr. Marion B. Folsom, Secretary of decision. The least the Administration the services of Negroes on i t s their record?
Walth, Education and Welfare, and the could do, would be to back quietly the Pow- team. So, McGhee fought for him- SHOW
spokesman for the National Education As- ell amendment by which Federal aid is de- self . .under the colors of Mont- The public was
highly Pleased
gomery, Ala., of all places. . .
sociation set the number of school buildings nied to segregated schools.
under the colors of Chicago, with the spectacle presented at
then
needed as high as 300,000. They argued
We contend that Federal aid to educaexpected of a colored the Jubilect last Friday night. The
that increased enrollments at the rate of tion without some specific anti-racial safe- as could beMemphis.
Jubilect is a feature of the annuboy from
1,000,000 pupils annually make it difficult guards not only nullifies the historic Su- But the youngster brought glory al Memphis Cottonmakers Jubilee Guile a number of formerly or anything else?
in a while, at !east, give them
if not impossible for the communities to preme Court decision, but in fact finances to Memphis, to Washington High program. Its basic purpose is to "white" newspapers around the Formerly I myself often review- some book to write about that hal
build schools fast enough. As a result more school segregation. We will continue to op- school and to himself. It would present the top talent of Negro country now have at least one Ne- ed books. But in all my years of nothing to do with colored folks,
than 2,000,000 children are going to over- pose the bill as it now stands.
have been fine for the Chamber Memphis and the Mid-South, That gro reporter on the staff, and their writing, I do not recall being ask- color problems, or colored origins,
of Commerce, or some other city- purpose was never better served colored newsmen are not always ed by the larger newspapers or Just for once, a plain ordinary
boosting organization to have got than it was at last week's Jubi- assigned to cover Negro news. magazines to comment on any book to review. And while I am
lect, which was directed by Sta- Fletcher Martin in Chicago re- books not by colored writers. I at it, I would like to request that
together and planned something in
tion WDIA's A. C. Williams, em- cently covered the case of the two was always asked if I would write the literary editors enlarge their
the way of an award or a reward
to the boy for the reams of fav- ceed by Robert ''Honeyboy" Tho- naked little white girls presum- a review of the biography or circle of reviewers to include suns
One of the powerful forces stirring to ears to self-ordained political High-Priests. orable publicity he earned for the mas. . .with an assist from Lady ably slain on a lonely roadside. autobiography of some Negro, or of the other excellent Negro book
lift our present generation of women unto It is a Concourse of women whose aim is town, et cetera.
Deejay Martha Jean Steinberg. And in New iork. Ted Poston of analyze the novel of some colored reviewers whose comments, so far,
the sphere of positive social action, is the toward expanding the perimeter of oppor- BALLS
Dr. R. Q. Venson, Mrs. Ethyl the "Post" covers all kinds of writer, or else a novel by some have appeared mostly in Negro
white writer about Negroes. Never publications.
National Council of Negro Women. Born tunities so as to bring the blessings of the
The Memphis State team surely Venson and the Jubilee Associa- ree s, not tits, events relating to
out of the perspective of that most remark- free world within the focus of American lit up a lot of enthusiasm in the tion are to be commended and eolured peon'-. And he at the was I asked simply to review a I would like to call their attenthat had no
able of personalities of the 20th century— democracy. And, it is doing it unselfishly, community. . .white and Negro congratulated for what they do passport difficulties, Willism Wor- plain ordinary bookschool
I read tion to Almena Lomax of the Los
race angle. Yet in
Dr. Mary McLeod Bethune — the Council without brass bands and clashing cymbals, sections. .with its exploits up in so persistently and consistently as thy, has been writing about Rus- Hawthorne and Dickens and Long- Angeles "Tribune" and Henry
-Negro,
non
the
a
labor
for
China
of
love
for this and other sia and
has projected its benevolent influence in and without beating the tom-tom of racial New York's Madison Square Garfellow and Poe and' Balzac and Winslow who reviews frequently,
as well as the Negro press. Why
den last week. The team, altho communities.
every nook and corner of our national life. consciousness.
Anatol France. I grew up on the and brilliantly, for the "Crisis".
exnot
does
liberality
similiar
a
It has conscripted the services of all
same literary diet as other Ameri- and to Doris Saunders of "Jet"
It is our hope that so great an organitend to the literary supplements
can writers of my generation did. and John W. Parker down in North
who are genuinely concerned with zation as Vie National Council of Negro
of our big American newspapers, On my own I later read Hemming- Carolina and Dr. Hugh Smythe of
We general well-being of our people. In Women will, some day, widen its scope so
In regard to reviewing books, I way, Faulkner, Dos Passos, Cald- Brooklyn College, and his writing
order to ensure proper orientation and im- as to become international in outlook and
do not know.
well, Algren, Jones, Tennessee wife, Mabel Smythe of New York,
plementation of its action program, region- interracial in composition. This may nee
J. Saunders Redding frequently Williams.
and Era Bell Thompson of "Eboreviews books for the New York
al conferences, work-shops and panel dis- sitate a change in by-laws or complete reMy background in reading is no ny," all of whom can write about
"Herald Tribune Books" supplecussions are held periodically.
writing of the constitution. The first step
different from that of most men anybody's books interestingly.
ment on Sundays. Rol Ottley often
Unlike some organizations whose ob- toward this evolution would be to drop the
women who review hooka in Such men and women as these
and
"Magatine
reviews for the Chicago
jectives are unblushingly restricted to col- word Nezro. Of course, there will be yr,
America. Yet when a literary mentioned in this article should
'
books" of the "Sunday Triof
lection of dues and the staging of spectacu- outcry against this change. But t h e
editor asks me to review a book, not he restricted just to writing
bune" as well as for the Saturday
book. Why? about colored books Since they
lar parades that rival Barnum and Bailey's, arguments marshalled by the opposition can
Much is being said about the posed (either imparted or acquir- Review." Thomas Webster some- it is always a colored
I
the National Council of Negro Women is have no other ground save sentimentality faults and misdeeds of youth. ed) can be a blessing or a curse times reviews for the "Kansas reckon it must be just because can write about anybody's books,
concerned in the main with the health, edu- on which to rest. We cannot ask for de- There are also many differences to both the child and others. There City Star," Carl Rowan for the I am colored. Nobody ever asked they should be given the opportunme to review "The Robe" or
cation and social welfare of the masses.
mocracy on the one hand and practice of opinion as to the causes for must also be controls to give bal- Minneapolis "Tribune," and Arms "From Here to Eternity" or "The ities to do so. Me, I am busy writing honks, so am not interested
ance to the whole. There must Bontemps for various papers,
these conditions.
It does not indulge in meaningless so- voluntary segregation on the other.
training in
invariably these excel- Wall" or "Auntie Mame" or any in reviewing just now. But I ant
cial doings, nor does it waste its enerTo resist integration is to negate the Some place the blame on par- be mental and moral desire and Almost
or
by
not
was
that
book
other
to
given
are
getting a little tired of seeing my
lent Negro writers
on untried social theories and unworthy social order that is now in the making and ents, some economical conditions, which there will be a
competent colleagues writing only
determination to do what is right review only books by or about about Negroes.
a
the
some
enteriainfor
programs
causes. It is not a forum for those who are which is bound to strengthen our position
I wonder if J. Saunders Redding about "Negro" literature when
instead of a desire and a deter- Negroes. Why?
ments,
some
social
conditions,
on the lunatic fringe, nor does it bend its in the free world.
White writers are given hooks or Anna Bontemps or Roi Ottley they could just as well write more
some the educational system and mination to conform to that which
about anybody or anything to re- are ever offered non-Negro books generally on occasion.
some the wars. I think they are seems popular.
review. If they are, I never see
rhere is no wcy to separate dis- view, and they are always com- to
all correct if all of these were
If the readers of this column
such reviews in print.
aucolored
by
hooks
on
menting
more
information
any
from
cipline
put into one package instead of'
agree with me, enp a note to
re- I hereby move that these men
colored
not
should
Why
thors.
brakes
the
separate
can
you
than
taking them separately. All of
your favorite book editor and gentby and other colored writers who like
them together figure in the two from the mot ir of a gar. Stopping viewers comment on books
call his attention to what perly
reto
now
begin
books
review
con- to
influences which effect human be- sense is as important as starting white authors, and on books
may be unintentional segrehaps
big
the
on
editors
literary
questing
cerning any subject—space ships,
house. I think we should stgrt
In throwing out of court the ings throughout their lives, here- sense.
Praises Editorial
gation in literary circles.
once
to
magazines
and
newspapers
us,
around
thus: on election day we must twenty-odd radar traffic ceases, dity and environment.
It is far more important that a existentialism, the sea
Dear Editor: On March 9, the vote, each and every one.
Judge Ferguson was acting in acTo begin with, everyone is born child be properly informed, trainto
Chicago Defender had a wonder- We must realize that we are cordance with the provision of the without the two most important ed and disciplined than it is
make preparations for his social
ful editorial. "Viewing The Facts." living in a changing world, there- Illinois constitution which bears things necessary to human well bechild
a
If
financial security.
get an education, on the point at issue, that is a ing, knowledge and discipline. The and
This editorial pointed out some fore we must
well informed and well discinot only from books, we must defendant has the right to con- child can only get knrwledge thru is
progress "Negroes" have made learn a trade as well. Last, but front his accuser. A policeman instructions from others a n d plined, lie will find his own way
whatin getting hired and upgraded in not least; we must supp,rt the watching a radar screen is not through study done by him. The out of any situation. If not,
a witness to violations of speed child must be :nspired to accept soever other preparations y o u
some departments of this city in Chicago Defericier.
many almost drowning out the sounds of
limit. More power to the Daily or to seek information. The in- may make for him are in vain,
I watcned St. Patrick's Day Pa- a bloody revolution, as so
We should not let a day go by Defender.—Irwin
the last ten years. This editorial
what
be- the local gentry.
us
have
have
would
not
will
prophets
he
because
Klan
Bloch.
formation to which a child is exrade this year down in Savannah.
place for My heart almost stood still as
clearly indorsed what I have said that we do not buy a Chicago Deit takes.
Ga., standing in the warm sun- lieve, then the logical
proud, black
fender newspaper. We should
There are two other important shine for over an hour across from such a revolution to begin would I saw a tall, erect,
many a times.
write the editor and let him know
boy with a silver baton and in a
feather other than the infrom
come
who
We
to
Georgia.
things
in
be
and
Citizens
a branch of the
..1!r.19)413ftiftoveoetaleglovmsoeem vovetsseeetweigseskse.
Your newspaper has the caps- what we think of the lob he is, ..ke!.,101
spiring, informing, training a n d Southern Bank at the intersection Savannah like to think that our resplendent uniform giving signals
bilitLs and fortitude to serve Chi- or is not doing.
disciplining of a child. They arc: of Liberty and Montgomery sta. town perhaps is somewhat more to his mixed band, all marching
cago well. Your reporter had the
(1) To teach him respect for him- It was familiar ground for me and liberal than other Georgia com- with precision and playing madly
In this way you can help the
record, therefore he could n o t Defender give you a better newsself and respect for others, in the racially mixed crowd stand- munities and I think it is. Never- a patriotic tune. There followed
have reported something he did paper. —J. Hamilton Johnson,
units of all
also respect for the rights of oth- ing six or eight deep at the curbs theless, the native whites are still integrated marching
not see.
two more
Chicago.
ers, impressing upon the child that there were many familiar faces. true to the sacresanct traditions the armed services and
bands. The airforce boys
"Negroes" are IS to 20 per cent
his rights end where the other
of segregation. Whenever he runs mixed
•• •
.,Sdvd:OeN411.94343.k8OO.
,
91,9ktit,
all
some departments. Every [liman's rights begin, and (2) A This parade, believe it or not, for public office, Talmadge, for from Hunter looked hest of
Negroes were scattered
made me orouder of Uncle Sam
gle has three sides. "In 1947
Lettie Hamlett Rogers has been efficient woman who from behind sense of appreciation of values,
instance, knows his nolitical for- to me and
Ferguson
Judge
Praise
other
than any spectacle that I have tune
through the ranks as in the
the Building Department had no
able to capture the varied emo- the scenes manipulates the res- moral values over money and huwill be safe in Savannah.
ever witnessed. I have read and
units. There was no bunching, no
things.
Negroes, in 1957 it has 41." This
Dear Editor: I was glad to read tions in the South currently in her idents as a puppeteer his puppets. man values over
the
integration,
of
concept
The
integration
on
length
special spots, nothing at all that
statement represents (2) sides,
Teach your children that it is reported at
novel
When
page
of
308
issue
BIRTHRIGHT
the
integration
Negroes and whites suggested Jim Crow.
on Judge Ferguson
the third would be the total num- your editorial
not how swell one lives, but it is in the armed forces, on what the very idea of
Court. As a lawyer (Simon & Schuster, published bobs up in the community a child
acting together on a has. When Negroes tell white people
ber of civil service employees in Of the Traffic
well one lives that counts. Army, Navy or Air Force is or is living and
how
are
adult
its
in
1957).
dead
22,
left
March
an
and
standing before
complete equality without any they are not bitter about segrethis department. Your readers of many years
them that character will not doing. Such chores are a nor- is of
the judi• The setting for the story is a wake, one by accident and both Teach
distinctions being drawn gation and racial discrimination
can take it, so please give them the bar, I can testify to
here when popularity is dead mal part of the business of being lines or
be
the
as
small
of
Peegram,
called
members
dose
are
persons
town
cial ability and legal insight of
because ofidifferences in color, of they are lying. We try to sublimate
the complete picture.
and forgotten. Teach them by ex- a newspaperman, today.
sense
family.
no
dictator's
in
but
woman
implies,
the
name
appeared
Judge Ferguson. I have
regarded in my the bitterness and overcome it and
amples as well as by precepts. At the airbase near Hampton, course, must be
I am at a lost sometime when before him on three occasions on poverty-stricken. Its wealth and
unfamiliar,
The reader will get a quite vivid
great many finally succeed.
not only the duty and re- Va., I have seen Negro and white home town as an
I try to believe records. The 1940 two of which he ruled against me. beauty stems from a single in- picture also 'of the results of "in- This is
parents. It is pilots zooming off into space with strange and foreign thing. There think I have conquered most of
census figures gave Chicago He is, in my judgment one of the dustry, the Royal Furniture com- tegration after dark" in Peegram. sponsibility of the
miscegenmore
mine.
and responsibility to so- the new jets, working, playing and has probably been
3,396,808, the latest figures give fairest judges on the bench today. pany, controlled by a ruthless, As powerful as the queen ruler of the duty
living together like a fine team. ation in Savannah than in any com- In beating down the hatred,
ciety.
Chicago a little over 3,700,000.
miscegenBut
America.
In
munity
Peegn.m is she finds herself, as
nothing is so helpful as such a
To spend thought, time, effort At various camps I have seen
a result of a kin's lust, the blood and money at a sacrifice in or- white and Negro soldiers going ation in the Anglo-Saxon culture magnificent spectacle of AmeriOver a period of 17 years Chikin of a Negro, who despite per- der that a child may be properly through their paces unfettered by has nothing to do with equality canism as I witnessed in this
cago's gain in population is under
sonal hazards becomes a leader informed, trained and disciplined Jim Crow. I have seen some inte- even though it does suggest a cer- parade in Savannah on St. Pat400,000. During the last election
for the NAACP to help his son is the cheapest way tut and it gration even in the Navy and Ma- tain amount of integration. Love rick's Day. The native whites
politicians gave Chicago credit of
Is one thing, life Is another, in looked on with awe as Uncle
enjoy the rights decreed by the pays big dividends. On the other rines.
having a "Negro" population of
Supreme Court. Negro readers will hand, what we fail to spend in This parade down in my home- Georgia anyway.
900,000.
Santo boys showed them in perpresent 65 percent. Expanding find his courage and common- these directions will cost five times town, where as a boy I learned
Racial discrimination where
NEW YORK —(ANP) — The
Watching this St. Patrick's Day son what democracy really
ever it Is practiced has 0 n e Puerto Rican population of New labor markets and housing avail- sense interesting.
more in disappointments, griefs, the Intricate etiquette of Jim Parade, I had prepared myself for means. As far as I could tell there
ability in other cities was held
The text of the novel is not ar- connection with our children later. Crow, was something vastly more the usual lily-white bands, lily. was no resentment and no indigreason; it is ECONOMIC. Here
r k Cty is 550,000 t It e City
responsible for the decline.
in Chicago we have a contemp- Planning Department announced
ranged in most effective order. This is an irreparable loss "An significant to me than anything white marching units and lily- nntion among the white soectatore
tuous practice, micro-economics last week. It was estimated that
There is estimated to be close Nor is the language smooth flow- ounce of prevention is worth two ale- I had ever observed about white floats proclaiming in the They accepted it asihey know they
in revers*.
to 750,000 Puerto Ricans In the ing, due largely to excessive use tons of cure."
our armed forces in other places. corny Irish manner the lily white must and should
migrants from the island
One of these days I believe the
entire United States, one-third by the author of parenthetical exWhile preventive methods a r e After all, this was Georgia, the culture of the community. SomeEvery where you look we are will come to the metropolie at
meaning of the democratic way
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However, the reader will be able are not only unpopular, they are vicious Negro-haters in American bands and marchinv units from of life is ening to he understood
For the most part t h e report
the big money bracket by using next five years.
stated, Puerto Ricans are em- to grasp the significance of this also drastic and forever identifi• history. One of its renst nesor'ggs —rote Minter Airbase. ram., .nci anpreciated all over our naone device or another. we have The department's report noted
Wand norose tinn, I onw some little intimation
ployed in the apparel trades, worthy literary contribution thru chip "Don't spare the rod and eons, Herman Talmadge, sits now ",wart. sold
only ourselves to blame if we al- that the city's total of migrants
, of a tomer society last Saturday in
'
nkron in Coots r.o.-Itos wont
light manufacturing and in ho. several clearly drawn and candid spoil the child" are words of wis- In the United States Senete.
from Puerto Rico has declined
low this to continue.
laundries.
dom.
If integration is going to start cvme thundering down the avenue, Savannah, thanks to Mir'? Sam.
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